Strategic Plan and Strategic Planning – What are they?
A. Strategic Plan
“A strategic plan looks at all things that your small business could do and narrows it down to
the things it is actually good at doing. A strategic plan also helps business leaders determine
where to spend time, human capital, and money.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Determine where you are
Identify what’s important
Define what you must achieve
Determine who is accountable
Review. Review. Review
Source: Forbes – www.forbes.com/sites/airelon/2011/10/25/25/five-steps-to-astrategic-plan
B. Strategic Planning
“A systematic process of envisioning a desired future, and translating this vision into broadly
defined goals or objectives and a sequence of steps to achieve them.”
Source: http:/www.bsinessdictionary.com/definition/strategic-planning.html
C. It is About the Big Decisions
Not to be confused with business planning, budgeting, and marketing strategies, strategic
planning, as evidenced by its ensuing document, the strategic plan, is about making the difficult
and big decisions about focus.
“Every organization…has to make some momentous decisions-the sort of decisions that affect
the entire destiny of the organization for years into the future. These decisions are designed to
address the really biggest and most important issues facing an organization.”
Source: http:/www.simply-strategic-planning.com/definition-of-strategic-planning.html
D. In summary this first strategic plan guides WHDC in the assessment of its progress;
review of its mission and vision; and lead it to make the difficult decisions in light of
limited resources to prioritize while instituting continuous improvement systems to
track the optimal objectives designed to make impact and leave a legacy of
measurable and tangible benefits for Manhattan Community District 9, as the ultimate
outcome of WHDC’s stewardship of the funds from the community benefits
agreement signed with Columbia University on May 18, 2009.
The one making a path does not see that it is crooked behind him – An Ashanti proverb.
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Executive Summary
West Harlem Development Corporation (WHDC) is a consequence of the campus expansion of
Columbia University. Its purpose is to effectively manage the package of community benefits
agreement of May 18, 2009 (CBA). Out of the total of $150 million of cash and in-kind resources
that would be paid by Columbia, $93 million would be directly administered by WHDC. The
strategic question for WHDC is: When the final installment of the $76 million Benefit Fund has
been paid in 2024, what evidence would WHDC have to demonstrate that it made a sustainable
impact on the lives of the residents of Manhattan Community District 9 (MCD9)-the catchment
area of the CBA?
WHDC estimates that from its grant activities in 2013, 18,000 residents of MCD9 were directly
reached and another 62,000 received indirect benefits, such as attend concerts and art shows.
The total grants for the first 2013 cycle was $3 million. Thus the combined unit cost of $38
would be extremely cost-effective. (This would exclude an additional $1.8 million to fund
summer youth and seniors employment). Without an evidence-based measurement of impact,
even the largest numbers of reach, with the lowest unit cost, would be poor defense against
questions about long term impact to solve perennial community problems.
The question of building a sustainable organization with measurable impact led WHDC to
introduce the concept of collective impact in its third grant cycle in August 2014. As a learning
organization, WHDC evaluates itself that $5 million grant awards over two years to 132
organization that averaged $27,000 per grant award were more in the nature of general
support (called capacity building by WHDC) than quantified to support impact measurement.
Reach is not synonymous with impact, and this is where WHDC is vulnerable. To more
satisfactorily answer the overriding strategic question of stewardship with a legacy of
measurable impact, WHDC has decided to add a layer of larger-multi-year grant making
focusing on three need areas: education, workforce and economic development, and
affordable housing. WHDC would focus on solving problems for its customers- the residents of
MCD9 as opposed to nonprofit organizations who are the service deliverers. WHDC does not
have enough funds to address all the needs of MCD9, and a narrowed focus will help WHDC
build the catalogue of evidence in its own efforts to raise additional funds to sustain WHDC
beyond the inflow of the Benefits Fund from Columbia University. To this end, WHDC will
annually determine some amount to set aside to build an internal endowment. The transfer of
$10 million to WHDC in October 2014 offered a rare opportunity for WHDC to add to the stock
of affordable housing that would leave a tangible legacy for the community.
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A Framework for the Strategic Plan
STEP #

TITLE

DESCRIPTION

Step One

Assessment

History of WHDC, Mission and Vision; Critique of
the accomplishments of WHDC, and SWOT
Analysis.

Step Two

Strategy

Strategic Focus- WHDC’s customer and value
proposition. The needs assessment of MCD9 that
drove past activities, and underlie assumptions
for revisions.

Step Three

Objectives

WHDC’s Logic Model or Theory of Change.
Implementation of Collective Impact.

Step Four

Strategic Map

The base data of MCD9 that speak to cause and
effect and guide the big decisions.

Step Five

Performance Measures

Setting priorities and tracking impact, including
implementation of Affordable Housing Program.
Role of third party evaluator.

Step Six

Initiatives

Timeline: What will be done, when, and by whom?
Critique of selected Columbia University’s CBA
commitments - In-Kind,& Demonstration School
Transition from small grants to RFP system

Step Seven

Performance Analysis

This framework is not used for the first Strategic
Plan of WHDC. In subsequent plans, the
objectives adopted will be analyzed in this frame.

Step Eight

Alignment

Not used for now. More relevant to aligning
business units. WHDC will grow into this
framework in the future, especially with the
addition of the Affordable Housing Program.

Step Nine

Evaluation

The budget analysis is a separate document. In
subsequent years, how the plan did financially will
be discussed in this framework.
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Credit: The Framework guides the development of the Plan. It provides an enterprise system for
future reviews and modifications. It was adapted from the 9-Step Strategic Scorecard designed
by The Balanced Scorecard Institute-A Strategic Management Group. For WHDC’s first Strategic
Plan, six of the nine modules were found relevant and used.
The Wheel of the Framework for the Strategic Plan

Source: http://balancedscorecard.org/Resources/Strategic-Planning-Scorecard
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Decision Nodes in the Strategic Plan
The major decision points in the Plan are grouped under relevant themes. For ease of
reference, the page numbers are provided in addition to the cross reference to the sequence in
the document (indicated by Roman numerals). For the record, the Board’s vote on each item at
its meeting on January 25, 2015 is noted.

Description

Page Ref.

Board Vote

A. Organizational Purpose
Decision Node 1 (iii): The mission of WHDC as stated in its
publications is in consonance with its organizational
purpose with emphasis on “economic development” and
“improvement in the quality of life” of the residents of
Manhattan Community District 9. The mandate to think
long term and adopt deliberative strategies to achieve
these sustainable goals derive from the purpose
statements in the May 2011 certificate of incorporation of
WHDC.

35

YES=Unanimous

Decision Node 2 (xii): With consideration that WHDC will
begin to commit itself to existing beyond the Columbia
University installments, WHDC each year, the Board of
WHDC, at the recommendation of its Finance Committee
will consider setting aside some amounts from the
installment payments by Columbia University with the goal
of building an internal endowment for the community’s
continuing benefit.

77

YES=Unanimous

Decision Node 3 (i): Appreciating the need for a Fiscal
Sponsor memorialized in the CBA, and the contributions of
Tides to WHDC since January 2012, WHDC has grown
functionally since then and has an urgent need to build up
its internal capacity. As such beginning in 2016, WHDC will
assume responsibilities for its Accounting and Human
Resources functions, hire staff for those purposes and
cease its relationship with Tides Center. Prior to informing
Tides, WHDC will reach out to Columbia University and the

26-27

YES=Unanimous

B. Organizational Sustainability & Management

9

Office of the Attorney General. In subsequent years, WHDC
will evaluate its continuing relationship with Tides
Foundation with respect to investments for both the
Benefits Fund and the Affordable Housing Fund. The
estimated fees paid to Tides Center that is beginning to
exceed $80,000 a year would defray the cost of WHDC’s
internal costs. In addition, as WHDC is beginning to apply
for Federal grants, it must build up its internal expertise for
managing U.S. government these funds in lieu of paying
Tides 15% for that activity. Annual financial audits will be
facilitated under WHDC’s full assumption of Accounting
functions.
C. Organizational Priorities
Decision Node 4 (iv): Ultimately, WHDC would be
challenged to justify what it did with the money if the
community does not see obvious evidence of investment.
Consequently, WHDC has more narrowly defined the need
areas in the community that it will focus on based on the
persistency of these in all manner of needs assessments of
CD 9 namely: education (including youth development),
workforce and economic development., and affordable
(low to moderate income) housing. WHDC has finite
resources that cannot be used to satisfy the myriad needs
of the community. On the previous assumption that WHDC
needed to address the eight need categories enumerated
in the CBA, it would be difficult for WHDC to achieve
measurable/visible Impact in any one area.

43

YES=Unanimous

Decision Node 5 (vi): To effect impact investment, WHDC
recognizes that beginning in 2015, WHDC will implement a
cycle dedicated to Larger and Multi-Year awards. They will
be driven by specific issues that WHDC will request
applicants to address such as increasing the passing rates
of schools in standardized tests. The Larger RFP-driven
grants will operate in the collective impact paradigm (see
Decision Node 6 below).

59

YES=7

Decision Node 6 (xiii): Recognizing that implementing a Large
Multi-Year grant-making system would be a first attempt for
WHDC, organizational learning has to take place, the community
would need to be informed and brought along. In addition as a
community based organization WHDC recognizes the need to

79

NO =4

YES=9
NO=2

10

At a subsequent
WHDC board
meeting on March
5, 2015 the board
voted unanimously
to raise the limit on
the Small CapacityBuilding grants from
$20,000 to $25,000
with the additional
requirement of CD9
base.

continue to assist smaller organizations with their capacity
building, and eventual inclusion in the Large-Multi-Year program.
Consequently in 2015 $1 million of the 2015 budgeted $2 million
for grant-making would be allocated to Small Grants with the
other $1 million to the Large Grants and focused on education,
workforce /economic development and the housing Resource
Center. The Small capacity-building grants shall go to nonprofits
with annual organizational budget that do not exceed $1 million.
Each award shall not exceed $25,000. In addition, the
organizations will have to be based in CD9, or partner with CD9
nonprofits. A review of the 185 grants made by WHDC in 2013
and 2014 showed that 125 of them (68%) reported organization
budgets of less than $1 million.

D. Organizational Capacity

Decision Node 7 (v): The strategy to invest in impact via
collective impact calls for WHDC to invest in a robust
software that will drive data collection, analysis and
reporting by WHDC and all its future partners. This will
more emphasized for government funded programs.
Consequently, in 2015, WHDC will invest in a robust Data
Collection and Management software. Staff will investigate
options and arrange to have the leading candidate(s) make
presentations to the Board. The prices of the software tend
to be several times higher than WHDC’s current grant
management software, Foundant that costs $4,000 a year.
To be competitive WHDC has limited choice.

44

YES=Unanimous

Decision Node 8 (ix): Beginning in 2015, WHDC will engage a
third-party evaluator at a cost of $15,000 for the first year.
WHDC plans to engage TCC Group who will assist with the
required evaluation sections of the planned Social Innovation
Fund application due to the Federal Government in March 2015.
TCC will also assist WHDC to develop a detailed logic model
(theory of change) to be in alignment with its goal of impact and
implementation of collective impact. (Note- Of the two
additional proposers for the third-party evaluation- one
proposed a fee of $1 million a year for three years, and the
second had no experience with SIF grants).

70-71

YES=Unanimous
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Decision Node 9 (xiv): In 2015, WHDC will begin to explore
alternative office space. At the end of 2015, there will be 6and-a half years left on its original 10-year lease at 423 East
127th St. The design plans that ensues from WHDC’s
affordable housing development may offer a permanent
solution. The organization will manage to use its existing
facilities until that option is clearer. Similarly, WHDC will
add technological improvements that make the staff more
efficient and add to staff when justified.

81

YES=Unanimous

28-29

YES=Unanimous

67

YES=9

E. Affordable Housing Program
Decision Node 10 (ii): In making the important decision as
to the use of the first $10 million of the Affordable Housing
Fund, WHDC will stay close to the original intent of the
setting aside of the $20million. Existing documentation
states that it was meant to support the establishment of a
“community land trust” – i.e. purchase the land for the
development of permanent affordable housing. This is also
in conformity with WHDC’s vision to be effective managers
of the CBA.
In this WHDC must be mindful that the same individual
who spoke of negotiating $20 million from Columbia
University is the current New York City Comptroller and did
state that the purpose of the $20 million was to support
the community’s plan to build up a land trust for the
express purpose of creating permanent affordable housing
units.
WHDC must also decide what happens with Tides
Foundation’s management of the Affordable Housing Fund
after 2015. The recommendation is to leave it in place since
that was a key point of the negotiation for the City to
release the $10 million.

Decision Node 11 (vii):
A. The focus of WHDC’s affordable housing program
will emphasize rental units, principally as a result of
new development. Affordability should emphasize

NO=2
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low-income. WHDC will explore the use of
appropriate Average Median Income for the
definition of affordability.
B. WHDC will collaborate with HPD to ensure that the
City department includes WHDC in its allocation of
resources for MCD9 for the purposes of
development and preservation. The activities may
include various government support services for the
Tenant Interim Lease (TIL -ANCP) and Housing Fund
Development Corporation. (HDFC) programs. For
many reasons, WHDC cannot afford to risk its
limited capital and reputation by being perceived as
indirectly financing the City government.
C. A portion of the Benefits Fund may be used to
provide grant funding to create, provide and
maintain an accessible bi-lingual HDFC Resource
Center that shall be established to support preserve
the HDFC community and other properties. The
center would provide education, advocacy,
information and technical assistance to CD9’s HDFC
cooperatives and other properties. (CBA, Section III
(O)). The WHDC’s Staff will research the specific
functions of the Resource Center in collaboration
with HPD, LISC, and the community as part of
writing the RFP. WHDC will be careful not to
duplicate the tenant advocacy services provided
under the $4 million facility by Columbia University.
Decision Node 12 (viii): WHDC’s Board affirmed the
priorities adopted by its Affordable Housing Committee
that favor development to stay consistent with the intent
of the $20 million set-aside. This will facilitate the
definition of functions for LISC and also more clearly define
the role of the use of HPD’s $150million facility. The
priorities are:

69

YES=Unanimous

1. Identification of vacant and underutilized
sites for development.
2. Development of a land bank which would
make strategic acquisitions of land or
buildings.
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3. Preservation of government assisted
affordable housing in CD9 and exploration of
efforts for co-op conversions.

F. Columbia University/TCCS/In-Kind Benefits
Decision Node 13 (x): With the interpretation by Columbia’s
Office of Government and Community Affairs that WHDC may
have to go out of pocket in cases where the In-Kind Benefit
request is beyond their office, this being the predominant
situation, it will be nearly impossible for WHDC to exhaust the
$20 million In-Kind Benefit with an accompanying community
disapproval. WHDC will call for a meeting with EVP of Govt. &
Community Affairs, Columbia’s Senior Executive Vice President
and Provost. The many WHDC board members that we get to
attend this meeting, the better. The agenda will focus on a
clarification of the interpretations of “services and amenities”.
At the meeting, the community’s understanding and expectation
will be articulated by those who were present when the CBA was
negotiated.

73

Decision Node 14 (xi): As a wish list, WHDC should explore
the expansion of the current Teacher Community School.
WHDC could build and rent to TCCS. The NYC Department
of Education will pay rents but not invest in new school
construction. They will pay for renovations. There is
experience within WHDC’s board to explore the feasibility
of this dream. As an aspiration, the East Baltimore
Development Inc. has a 90,000 square feet community
school named Henderson-Hopkins that cost $42 million
and includes a healthy amount of community facilities.

75

YES= 9

ABSTAIN=2

YES=6, NO=1,
ABSTAIN=4
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Framework Step 1: ASSESSMENT
History of West Harlem Development Corporation and the Community Benefits Agreement
Columbia University’s Expansion
In 2003i Columbia University made known its decision to expand its campus from the
Morningside section of Upper Manhattan (110th Street to 120th Street), which since 1897ii has
contained Columbia College , its business school, law school, school of international and public
administration, graduate studies, teachers’ college, and many academic institutions, save its
medical colleges. The extended campus would be built in Manhattanville (125th Street to 133rd
Street – Broadway to Hudson River). The 17-acre academic and research complex would be
built over 25 years commencing in 2011 at an estimated cost of $6.28 billion. The acquisition of
the necessary land was facilitated by Empire State Development Corporation (ESDC) through
settlements at the threat of eminent domain, and reclamation of Columbia’s own properties in
the targeted area. The governing instrument was the General Project Plan (GPP) that was
affirmed by ESDC on December 18, 2008. Subsequently on December 14, 2011 Columbia issued
a declaration of covenants and restrictions that activated the GPP and marked the beginning of
the construction of 6.8million gross square feet of new facilities in Manhattanvilleiii.
A public meeting was held at Manhattan Pentecostal Church on Saturday September 30, 2006
to discuss the concept of a community benefits agreement and solicit input from the
participants with a goal of identifying common areas of needs that would inform negotiation
with Columbia University. The meeting was presided by later- to- be- the- chairperson of West
Harlem Local Development Corporation (WHLDC) - Ms. Patricia Jones (deceased in November
2012). A later-to-be board member, Mr. Cecil Corbin Mark, defined community benefit
agreement as: “a legally enforceable document that is drafted in partnership with partners of
the community, the developer and/or representatives of the City. The document serves as a
commitment from the developer to act responsibly and partner with the community to provide
benefits to community residents…” (Pages 12 and 13, West Harlem Local Development
Corporation. Columbia’s Proposed Manhattanville Expansion - Community Forum, September
30, 2006).
D9 Development Corporation was incorporated in the State of New York as a nonprofit
organization on March 16, 2006. On October 5, 2006 the name was changed to West Harlem
Local Development Corporation (WHLDC).
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The Community Benefits Agreement
On May 18, 2009 a Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) was signed between WHLDC and
Columbia University (Julio Batista, Chairman signed for WHLDC). Per the CBA, Columbia
University committed itself to pay $76 million over 16 years (Table 1) directly to WHLDC as a
Benefits Fund. On May 1, 2013 WHLDC ceased to exist by design and West Harlem
Development Corporation (WHDC) succeeded it, assuming its assets and liabilities. WHDC was
incorporated as a nonprofit in the State of Delaware on March 14, 2011. An authorization to do
business in New York was filed on November 2, 2011.
The CBA contains a provision whereby Columbia University pays $20 million in two installments
that would constitute an affordable housing fund. The initial $10 million was paid by Columbia
in January 2011 and was released by New York’s City Planning Department from escrow to
WHDC in October 2014. The Affordable Housing Fund is managed by an Affordable Housing
Committee whose majority are WHDC’s board members. The committee oversees WHDC’s
Affordable Housing Administrator (Local Initiatives Support Corporation-LISC). Thus in terms of
manageable cash the total amount that would be under WHDC’s direction from the CBA would
be a maximum of $93 million ($96 million less $3 million designated to Grant/Manhattanville
public housing complexes).
With Manhattan Community District 9 (MCD9)’s estimated population of 132,000iv, the $93
million would work out to a lifetime per capita of $705 payable over 16 years or $44 per year on
the average. The challenge that WHDC faces is to answer the question: What is the best use of
$93 million that is clearly not substantial on a per capita basis but can serve as a significant
capital on a collective basis to create impact for the residents of MCD9? The basis and attempt
to answer this question forms the vision of this Strategic Plan.
The components of Columbia University’s commitments that constitute the $150 million
package designated as community benefits are (page 8 of CBA):
(In millions)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The Benefits Fund
The Affordable Housing Fund
Related Legal Assistance Benefits (managed by Columbia)
Access to Columbia’s services, facilities and amenities known as “In-Kind”
Commitment to a Demonstration Community Public School
to be established in conjunction with and managed by Teachers College

$76
$20
$ 4
$20
$30

In addition to the package of community benefits listed above, the CBA contains additional
commitments by Columbia University designed to benefit MCD9, and other adjoining areas as
defined by the zip codes of the Upper Manhattan Empowerment Zone (UMEZ), with 13 in
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northern Manhattan and four in the Bronx. The CBA is in effect until December 31, 2040.
Notably “CU shall have no further obligation under this CBA” (CBA, pp. 41). Appendix A lists
additional commitments by Columbia.
Table 1
Payout Schedule of the Benefit Fund

YR

To Be Paid
$ 1,100,000.00
$
750,000
$
2,000,000
$
3,000,000
$
2,900,000
$
3,500,000
$
5,000,000
$
5,000,000
$
5,000,000
$
5,000,000
$
6,000,000
$
6,000,000
$
7,500,000
$
8,000,000
$
8,000,000
$
7,250,000
--------------------- --------------------$
76,000,000 $ 13,250,000
Less Designated Amount
$
(3,000,000)
Net Benefit Fund to WHDC $
73,000,000
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Calendar Year

Received from
CU by Fiscal
Sponsor
$
150,000
$
1,400,000
$
2,000,000
$
3,000,000
$
3,200,000
$
3,500,000

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024

Balances as of Jan. 24, 2015

$

62,750,000

A Critique of the Structure of the Cash Payout of the CBA
According to the July 17, 2008 General Project Plan the estimated cost of the 6.8million square
feet of Columbia University’s Manhattanville expansion project is $6.28 billion (page 33). In the
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course of developing its 197-a development plan, Manhattan Community District 9 (MDC9)
thought about Columbia paying a percentage of the estimated cost of its planned project. This
was not supported by the City Planning Commission that saw a CBA as a voluntary agreement
and worried about raising “significant issues” that would come from “linking any large scale
development in CD 9 to a community benefits agreement” (p. 24). From this we can deduce the
following shortfalls of the eventual CBA that affect WHDC’s strategic decisions.
1. The Gross Cash Amount: The eventual gross cash amount of $96 million is purely voluntary
as termed by the Planning Commission and not related to the size of the project. Thus in
relation to a $6.28 billion project, a common perception in the community is that it was the
1.53% of cash payout could have been much larger.
2. Payout of Benefit Fund over 16 years: The present value of the $76 million Benefit Fund
assuming an interest rate of 5% is $48 million. WHDC is forced to make choices and more
narrowly prioritize the needs of the community that it would address. WHDC simply does not
have enough money from the CBA to meet the eight need areas itemized in the CBA. This is
compounded by an additional 21 extra items that “may” be paid out of the Benefit Fund
(Appendix B). Adding the $20 million Affordable Housing Fund, the present value of the entire
$96 million cash payout to WHDC is $63 million and still calls for prioritization.
3. Establishing a Community Trust Fund: A community trust fund that would permanently
support the area’s nonprofit organizations as foundations do is not feasible in the long run
without deliberate initiatives to establish one. Foundations are by law required to give out at
least 6% of their income from investments. By virtue of the fact that the $76 million Benefit
Fund was not paid out in a lump-sum in 2009 but payable over 16 years, WHDC is forced to
operate on annual basis out of the installment principal, making the establishment of an
endowment to benefit the community into perpetuity a challenge. Without a plan of
prioritization WHDC would be on a course of spending to termination.
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WHDC’s Organizational Chronicle
Timeline of WHDC
Date

Activity

2005

With inspiration and assistance from the
office of New York City Councilmember
Robert Jackson, in mid-2005 Community
Board 9 passed a resolution to authorize the
creation of a local development corporation
to be the sole entity to negotiate a CBA with
Columbia University. A CBA was consistent
with MCB9’s 197-a Plan for economic
development. It included a needs assessment
study.

May 16, 2006

D9 Development Corporation was
incorporated in the State of New York.

September 30, 2006

A community forum on community benefits
agreement and needs was led by Patricia
Jones (RIP).

October 5, 2006

D9 LDC’s name was changed to West Harlem
Local Development Corporation (WHLDC).

May 18, 2009

A Community Benefits Agreement was signed
by WHLDC and Columbia University.

March 14, 2011

West Harlem Development Corporation
(WHDC) was incorporated in the State of
Delaware.

November 2, 2011

WHDC obtained NY State Certificate of
Authorization.

April 9, 2012

WHLDC hired its first Executive Director, Kofi
A. Boateng to set up and run operations.

December 17, 2012

WHLDC entered into a three-year Assurance
of Dissolution Agreement (AOD) with New
York State Attorney General that also
19

ushered in Tides Foundation as the WHLDC’s
fiscal sponsor in place of The Fund for the
City of New York.
May 1, 2013

NY Supreme Court approved the dissolution
of WHLDC.

March 15, 2013

WHLDC made its first grant awards of $2
million to 83 nonprofit organizations
following the eight need areas identified in
the CBA, namely: Arts & Culture, Community
Facilities, Education, Environment, Historical
Preservation, Housing, Workforce &
Economic Development, and Transportation.
.

November 15-16, 2013

The board of WHDC held its first retreat to
consider strategies to begin to address
prioritization, and settled on community
facilities, education, housing, and workforce
& economic development.

January 14, 2014

The new board of WHDC held its first annual
meeting.

January 23-24, 2015

The board of WHDC held its second retreat to
review and adopt WHDC’s first strategic plan.
Paying closer attention to the many needs
assessments of MCD9, the Board decided on
three priority areas: Education (including
youth development), workforce and
economic development, and affordable
housing. Distinction will be made between a
more rigorous application for Larger MultiYear awards and an annually assessed
Smaller Capacity Building grants with a cap of
$20,000 for nonprofits with organizational
budgets not exceeding $1 million.
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The primary goal of WHDC is to maximize the commitments in the CBA to benefit the residents
of MCD9. Though slow to start, WHDC covered a lot of ground since hiring its first Executive
Director on April 9, 2012. The slow start occasioned a community complaint and an
investigation in 2011 by the New York State Office of the Attorney General (OAG). By an
Assurance of Discontinuance (AOD) dated December 17, 2012, WHDC was absolved as the
“OAG’s investigation has not found theft, fraud or other misappropriation of charitable assets
by WHLDC or its directors and officers” (AOD, p.3). The AOD contained some requirements
related to grant-making and fiscal sponsorship that would be in effect through December 2015.
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WHDC’s Guiding Principles
About Us – Who are we and what are we
trying to accomplish

West Harlem Development Corporation
(WHDC) was born from the need to
implement the deliverables and expectations
of the May 18, 2009 Community Benefits
Agreement (CBA) between Columbia
University and West Harlem Local
Development Corporation. WHDC functions
with the vision of building collaborations and
leveraging resources to enhance the lives of
the residents of West Harlem, and
strategically plan to be sustainable beyond
the term of the CBA to perpetuate benefits to
the MCD9 catchment area.

WHDC’s Mission Statement

The mission of WHDC is to promote increased
economic opportunities and quality of life to
sustain a vibrant West Harlem community.

WHDC’s Vision Statement

WHDC is a model organization that
effectively manages the Community Benefits
Agreement with Columbia University through
organizational collaborations and leveraging
of resources to make significant contributions
to the lives of the people of West Harlem.

WHDC’s Value Statements

In conducting its work, WHDC subscribes to
the values of probity, transparency,
accountability, equity, results-mindedness,
and a commitment to mission.
In making decisions, WHDC places the
interests of the organization ahead of the
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personal desires of members of its directors,
staff, and advisors.
WHDC’s Goals









WHDC’s Operating Slogan

Support community projects with
grants and other activities in areas
such as: housing, employment and
economic development, education,
environment, transportation, arts and
culture, community facilities, and
historic preservation; consistent with
the deliverables of the Community
Benefits Agreement (CBA). Beginning
in 2015, the areas of needs were
more narrowly defined to focus on
affordable housing, education,
economic & workforce and workforce
development.
Collaborate with nonprofits,
businesses, institutions, governmental
agencies, and other stakeholders for
capacity building and the
implementation of collective impact
environment for the provision of
services to benefit West Harlem.
Leverage public and private resources
to sustain the vision of WHDC beyond
the life of the Community Benefit
Agreement.
Monitor the provisions of the CBA
relative to the full scope of the
commitments of Columbia University
to MCD9.

Solutions through collaborations
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Organizational Chart

Residents of MCD 9

WHDC's Board of
Directors

Executive Director
(Dr. Kofi A. Boateng)

Administrative
Assistant
(Natali Ramirez)

Director -Programs
(Dean Morris)

Manager-Community
Relations and
Communication

Manager- Grant Writing
(To be Hired- Qtr 2 2015)

Controller
(To be Hired Qtr 1 2016)

(Marlene Naanes)

AssociatePrograms
(Ariel Quinones)

WHDC is sensitive to building an administrative structure that would draw the ire of the
community as inordinate. Consequently WHDC’s staff has been limited. WHDC has made a
strategic decision not to provide direct services, choosing to accomplish its program goals
through grants to nonprofits. That said, thought must be given to succession planning and not
overburdening or burning out staff. WHDC is arguably at the point in its evolution where it
could justify a CEO, COO, and CFO. The addition of government sponsored programs would
afford opportunities to add to staff.
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Activities of WHDC
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Highlights of WHDC’s Accomplishments 2012 – 2014
1. Summer Youth Employment Program in partnership with NY City’s Department of
Youth and Community Development (DYCD). The SYEP has been continuously funded by
WHLDC/WHDC from 2011 through 2014 at a total cost to WHDC of $1,482,379 that has
provided summer employment to 1,100 youth aged 14-24 living in Community District 9.
Critique – There have been questions about whether WHDC is financing the government
to undertake its responsibility and whether the 1100 summer job slots would have been
available anyway. The contra argument is that the partnership with DYCD is cost
effective and getting the youth something to look forward to and out of the streets in the
summers is a productive activity to continue. WHDC would continue to review the
summer youth employment program with an eye to incorporating it into its Larger MultiYear grant-making in future years.
2. Office of NY State Attorney General (AOG) - Cooperated and officially ended
investigations. The ensuing Assurance of Discontinuance (AOD) of December 17, 2012
did not find any theft, of financial wrongdoing by WHDC’s officers and directors. AOD is
in effect through December 2015. Compliance with all aspects of AOD has ensured no
additional enquiries from AOG.
Critique - The AOD process included the agreement by WHDC to stay with Tides
Foundation as its fiscal sponsor for 3-years. This means that as a corporation, WHDC
does not exist financially. Its revenue and expenses are integrated with Tides’ s. WDC
pays 9% of its annual operating expenses to Tides Center; and 3% on its grant expenses
to Tides Foundation.
Decision Node I (3):
Appreciating the need for a Fiscal Sponsor memorialized in the CBA, and the
contributions of Tides to WHDC since January 2012, WHDC has grown functionally since
then and has an urgent need to build up its internal capacity. As such beginning in 2016,
WHDC will assume responsibilities for its Accounting and Human Resources functions,
hire staff for those purposes and cease its relationship with Tides Center. Prior to
informing Tides, WHDC will reach out to Columbia University and the Office of the
Attorney General. In subsequent years, WHDC will evaluate its continuing relationship
with Tides Foundation with respect to investments for both the Benefits Fund and the
Affordable Housing Fund. The estimated fees paid to Tides Center that is beginning to
exceed $80,000 a year would defray the cost of WHDC’s internal costs. In addition, as
WHDC is beginning to apply for Federal grants, it must build up its internal expertise for
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managing U.S. government these funds in lieu of paying Tides 15% for that activity.
Annual financial audits will be facilitated under WHDC’s full assumption of accounting
functions.
3. Transition from WHLDC to WHDC- On May 1, 2013, the NY Supreme Court approved
the succession of the new WHDC that was incorporated in May 2011 to take over the
assets and responsibilities of WHLDC. With that came the assumption into office of five
new WHDC Board members and the exit of two seats for elected officials.
NOTE: At its meeting on January 23, 2015 the Board discussed the role of the
representatives of others (elected officials and Community Board 9) as officers of the
corporation. It concluded that there should be no classes of prohibitions and all can run
for officer positions on their individual merits.

4. Media and Community – The volume of positive press coverage about the
achievements of WHDC and its grantees has overtaken the avalanche of negative press
that shadowed WHLDC prior to 2012. Similarly the community’s angst has turned
positive in favor of WHDC. Beginning in 2013, WHDC hosted a Community Holiday
Celebration, that comprises toys-giveaway and entertainment. In its first year 450
attended and 200 children received toys. Thanks to an anonymous donation of $10,000
in 2015, 600 quality toys and books were given and 710 attended the event. This has
become a signature event for WHDC.
5. Grant-Making – Starting in March 2013 and through December 2014 WHDC has
launched and managed a successful community grant-making program. To date WHDC
has made $5 million in 185 grants that have ranged from $5,000 to $50,000 to 132
nonprofit organizations in four grant cycles. An average grant amount has been
$27,000.
Critique – Recognizing that participants had more than one contact with WHDC-granted
programs, WHDC estimates direct and indirect reach to some 80,000 residents of CD9
from its 2013 grant activities. While this number is impressive, it does not provide a clear
indication of impact and measurable solution to the many problems in CD 9- the ultimate
measure of success by the community.
6. New Initiatives – For two years in 2013 and 2014, WHDC partnered with ReServe Elders
Inc. to provide summer jobs to CD9-resident seniors. For the two years the Summer
Seniors Employment Program provided 150 jobs to people 55 years and older. It has
cost WHDC $356,000 for the two cycles and is widely popular.
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In 2014, WHDC partnered with Kinvolved, a for profit organization, to provide a mobiledevise application to 15 participating public schools in CD 9 to track absenteeism with
reports to parents.
Critique – There is no reason to discontinue the two initiatives. The SSEP suffers from low
technical skills of the participants. Perhaps as WHDC launches more comprehensive
workforce programs via RFPs this can be addressed in tandem. Similarly the Kinvolved
program has suffered not unusual birth challenges, such as less than enthusiastic
implementation by the principals of some of the schools and issues with capacity on the
sides of both Kinvolved and the schools. However the program is the only system-wide
educational program operated by WHDC at a relatively low cost with Kinvolved’s match.
WHDC should continue with Kinvolved.
7. Affordable Housing Fund – In October 2014, WHDC’s two-year effort to get the City of
New York to release $10 million it was holding in escrow from Columbia University was
crowned with a transfer of $10,018,000 from the City’s Department of Planning to
WHDC’s fiscal agent- Tides Foundation. The amount capitalized the Affordable Housing
Fund per the CBA. There is a second installment of $10 million that Columbia will pay in
later years. WHDC has selected Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC) to be its
Affordable Housing Administrator.
Critique – There is no lack of projects to which WHDC could apply the first installment of
$10 million that is in its custody. These range from temporary assistance by way of
capacity services to various co-op administrators through preservation activities, to new
property development.
Decision Node ll (10) : In making the important decision as to the use of the first $10
million of the Affordable Housing Fund, WHDC will stay close to the original intent of the
setting aside of the $20million. Existing documentation states that it was meant to
support the establishment of a “community land trust” – i.e. purchase the land for the
development of permanent affordable housing. This is also in conformity with WHDC’s
vision to be effective managers of the CBA.
In this WHDC must be mindful that the same individual who spoke of negotiating $20
million from Columbia University is the current New York City Comptroller and did state
that the purpose of the $20 million was to support the community’s plan to build up a
land trust for the express purpose of creating permanent affordable housing units.
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WHDC must also decide what happens with Tides Foundation’s management of the
Affordable Housing Fund after 2015. The recommendation is to leave it in place since that
was a key point of the negotiation for the City to release the $10 million.

8. Beginning to Invest towards an endowment: At its meeting on November 18, 2014, the
board of WHDC approved the recommendation of its Finance Committee to invest $1.5
million long term as the start of building an endowment to sustain WHDC after the end
of Columbia’s installment payments in 2024 to perpetuate benefits to the community.
Critique: The investment is currently managed by Boston Trust Company as an agent for
Tides Foundation. WHDC will decide what happens after 2015. WHDC can enter into a
direct investment management agreement with Boston Trust Company if that is
preferable, and Boston Trust has performed well.
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Table 2
The Distribution of WHDC’s Expenditures by Program Category
From 2011 through December 2014, and Estimated Reach (2013 only for Grant)

Grants

Direct
Reach

Indirect
Reach

Summer Youth
Employment

$ 1,482,379

1,100

Education

$ 1,658,971

11,562

7,035

Arts & Culture

$ 1,112,715

10,082

45,924

Community Facilities

$ 786,080

1,986

4,484

Workforce Devpt.
Summer Seniors
Employment

$ 962,684

292

695

$ 356,000

150

Housing
Grant/Manhattanville
Housing

$ 259,039

1,088

2,234

$

85,753

Historical Preservation

$

83,321

15

3,240

Environment

$ 74,230

975

1,024

$ 6,861,172

27,250

64,636

Total

Note that of the total amount of grants, $5,900,447 (86%) was directly paid to MCD9 based
nonprofit organizations or to MCD9 based youth and seniors as compensation for summer
employment.
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Figure 1Distribution
Grant/Manhattanville
Housing,
Housing, $85,753 ,
$259,039 ,
1%
4% Seniors
Summer

Environment,
$74,230 , 1%

Historical
Preservation,
$83,321 , 1%

Employment,
$356,000 , 5%
Summer Youth
Employment,
$1,482,379 , 22%

Summer Youth Employment
Education
Arts & Culture
Community Facilities

Workforce Devpt,
$962,684 , 14%

Workforce Devpt
Summer Seniors Employment

Community Facilities,
$786,080 , 12%

Education,
$1,658,971 , 24%

Housing
Grant/Manhattanville Housing
Historical Preservation
Environment

Arts & Culture,
$1,112,715 , 16%

The question that gnaws at WHDC is this: Having spent nearly $7 million on scattered programs
in an attempt to address almost all the areas of identified needs in the CBA, when the dust
settles, will WHDC be credited for reaching even all 132,000 population of MCD9 with one form
or other of program activities? What will WHDC have to show for the $93 million entrusted to it
if it continues on its course? The chart below that we term the Community Expectation Gap
shows the predicted divide between what the community would expect from WHDC into the
next few years and what would happen if WHDC was to continue along its current the path of
making many scattered small grants into the end of the installment payments from Columbia
University.
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Figure 2
Community Expectation Gap
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To close the predicted community expectation gap, WHDC analyzed the Strengths,
Opportunities, Weaknesses, and Threats that define WHDC’s environment. Experts limit the
items within each category to no more than six.
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The SWOT Analysis Chart
Strengths
1. Cash Resources totaling $93 million
2. Limited Restrictions on WHDC

Opportunities
1. Leverage for Impact and Sustainability
2. Build a model operational CBA

INTERNAL

Weaknesses
1. 16-year payout prevents WHDC to
function as foundation or community
trust.
2. Ambiguities in CBA and enforcement
relative to Columbia University.
Threats
1. No measurable impact from $93
million
2. Overhanging government
investigation and complaints from
community.

EXTERNAL

The convention is to maximize the internal elements of Strengths and Opportunities that are
within WHDC’s control, and minimize the external elements outside its control -i.e. its identified
Weaknesses and Threats.
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Framework Step 2 – STRATEGY
The Purposes of the incorporations of WHLDC and WHDC
The purpose section of the New York State certificate of incorporation of the original D9 Local
Development Corporation approved on March 16, 2006 said that the corporation was formed
exclusively (for) charitable and public purposes (enumeration added):

I.

II.
III.

“Of lessening the burdens of government by promoting and carrying on scientific
research for the purpose of aiding the New York area bounded by 110th Street to the
South, 155th Street to the North, St. Nicholas Avenue/Bradhurst/Manhattan Avenues to
the East and the Hudson River to the West (the Community) by attracting new industry
to the Community or by encouraging the development of, or retention of, and industry
in the Community area;
And lessening the burdens of government and essential government function and
Lessening the burdens of government by encouraging the economic development in the
Community.”

Subsequently in October 5, 2006 the name of the D9 LDC was changed to the West Harlem
Local Development Corporation (WHLDC). On March 14, 2011 West Harlem Development
Corporation was incorporated in Delaware with the following purpose statement:
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Decision Node iii (1): The mission of WHDC as stated in its publications is in consonance with
its organizational purpose with emphasis on “economic development” and “improvement in
the quality of life” of the residents of Manhattan Community District 9. The mandate to think
long term and adopt deliberative strategies to achieve these sustainable goals derive from the
purpose statements in the May 2011 certificate of incorporation of WHDC.
Strategic Focus and Value Statement
A strategic focus starts with the question: Who is WHDC’s customer?
The answer is and should always be: The residents of Manhattan Community District 9.
The importance of stating what may be obvious is that in the implementation of the CBA, it is
tempting for the nonprofit organizations who receive grants and can potentially receive grants
from WHDC to position themselves as WHDC’s customers. The outcome would be pressure on
WHDC to increase and widen its grant activities at the risk of missing the opportunity to invest
for impact and make serious attempts to solve identified community problems for the benefit
of its customers- residents of MCD9. WHDC’s first strategic plan aims at charting a course for
sustainable and measurable impact to maximize the value of the discretionary amounts of the
CBA specifically from the lenses of the community residents, and not to satisfy the needs of the
nonprofits for general support grants that though necessary, are hard to target towards impact.
A value proposition states in clear language what WHDC plans to do with the resources at its
disposal, i.e. to make the youth and adult residents of CD 9 West Harlem know of, and improve
their lives from the work of WHDC. To achieve this WHDC will:
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Be clear about its focused customers. Even though all residents of MCD9 can be
categorized as the potential beneficiaries of the CBA, the influx of more affluent
residents into the community would suggest that WHDC must go further to identify
those in the community with the largest socioeconomic needs for whom interventions
are necessary in education, housing, and creating economic opportunities. We can
describe these as the legacy population.
Know the precise problems and needs it seeks to, and can address. This precision goes
beyond generalities and requires deeper levels of data that may be non-existent, costly,
or difficult to find. The base data that have been presented in this document will be
updated consistently, as a measure of WHDC’s own progress, and tracking of evolutions
in the community of MCD9.
Differentiate itself by instituting a system of impact investment, measurement,
reinforcement, and modification. The differentiation requires that WHDC must
persistently keep the overriding litmus test in its view- i.e. what will WHDC have to show
after 2024 when Columbia has paid all the installment payments?
Enlarge the scope and length of impact by adding to the quantum of $93 million of
discretionary resources from the CBA (leverage). This would be done via investing
portions of the installment receipts long-term, writing grants, and employing additional
resources from government sources such as the New York City’s Housing Preservation
and Development, and building partnerships.

This strategic plan is framed around addressing the four items listed above. The key words
are shown in red and are customers, needs, impact, and leveraging.
The value proposition statement of WHDC would be:
WHDC provides value to the lives of its customers, the residents of MCD9, by addressing
their persistent needs in the areas of education, affordable housing; and economic and
workforce development. WHDC charts its success by achieving measurable and/or tangible
outcomes that are enhanced by leveraging the $93 million of net cash resources available to
WHDC from the Community Benefits Agreement. From 2015 through 2017, WHDC will
continue to provide the identified services indirectly through grant-making and processes
that utilize requests for proposals through the system of collective impact.
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MCD9’s Needs Assessment-Towards Identifying Areas of Priority
A. Community Needs Assessment as Captured in CBA
The members of Manhattan Community District 9 working in concert with the Community
Board 9 held several meetings that resulted in a list of eight areas of need for which the
Benefits Fund and the Affordable Housing Fund were expected to be used to address. There
was no prioritization among the need categories as listed below.

List of Areas of Need Identified in the CBA
Area

Expectations

1. Housing

The preservation, rehabilitation, and creation
of sustainable affordable housing units
within CD 9 (CBA, pp. 16-18).

2. Employment and Economic
Development

Expected to generate new local jobs and
economic opportunities-to include training,
referral and hiring of local residents,
minorities, and women and the participation
of local businesses in Columbia’s project
(CBA pp. 18-26).

3. Education

To enhance educational opportunity in the
broader community. Improve academic
outcomes for early childhood, preschool,
primary, middle and high school; double
percentage of local children who attend
college from base of 20%; improve outcomes
for adults in education, training and
vocational programs (CBA pp. 26-32).

4. Environment

Responsible environmental stewardship,
streetscape enhancement, water
conservation and sewage control (CBA,
pp.32-35).
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5. Transportation

Needs assessment studies to cover air
quality, public transportation, parking etc.
(CBA ,pp. 35-36)

6. Arts & Culture

Foster the expansion and creation of new art,
and develop arts education and technology –
to serve as economic engines to make West
Harlem a cultural destination (CBA, pp. 3637).

7. Community Facilities

Under the in-kind, it Includes the use of
Columbia’s athletic facilities, summer camps,
health care benefits, and health education.
(CBA, pp. 37-39).

8. Historic Preservation

Preservation and enhancement of the
historic context and promotion of the rich
architectural resources (CBA, pp. 39-41).

B. Community Board 9’s Needs Assessment as Captured in CB9’s 2007 197A-Plan
From 1991 Community Board 9 started a planning process for a community-wide
comprehensive development plan that was eventually approved by a New York City Planning
Commission in September 2007. While much of the plan was focused on land use in
anticipation of a rezoning, it highlighted needs that would be relevant to WHDC. Among these
were:


Economic Development- Support business development by creating an entity to
undertake this activity in CD 9 that would include a collaboration among the City, Upper
Manhattan Empowerment Zone, and Economic Development Commission.
Support measures to improve job opportunities for CD 9 residents.



Housing- Increase affordable housing opportunities for low, moderate, and middle
income residents in CD 9; preserve government-assisted housing in CD 9 including co-op
conversions; identify vacant and underutilized sites for the development of affordable
housing; encourage the development of land banks for the development of affordable
housing; and support funding for existing home maintenance and repairs from city
resources.
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Worth noting is that the review comments from the then Manhattan Borough President,
Scott Stringer included this comment related to CB9’s desire to create a community land
trust for the development of permanent affordable housing:
“I support this initiative, and I have been able to secure $20 million contribution from
Columbia University to provide the initial endowment for such a fund” (City Planning
Commission, 2007, p. 9).
C. CB 9’s Revised Needs Assessment in 2013
In August 2013, Community Board 9 issued an updated Statement of Needsv that for the most
part, affirmed the eight need areas stated in the CBA. Housing was listed as a critical need. CB9
cited a dwindling stock evidenced by the fact that over a ten-year period (1991-2001) MCD9
received one of the smallest new housing units built in New York City (195 out of 94,000). At a
range of 30% to 50% of incomes going to pay rent, households in MCD9 are “rent burdened.”
CB9 recommends investments in TIL (Tenant Interim Lease), HDFC (Housing Development Fund
Corporation) and Section 8 rent subsidy programs. CB9 grouped small business retention and
capital access, waterfront development, economic revitalization, adult education, and arts &
culture under economic development. The latter was seen as an economic engine for MCD9.
Under Health and Human Services, CB9 requested the reopening of Manhattanville Health
Station that sits in the middle of Manhattanville Housing Campus with nearly 3,000 residents.
Services for seniors, whose numbers are increasing; plans to address gang and drug activities;
and maintenance of the district’s abundant parks were included in the areas of need. Needs
under education were coupled with those for after-school programs, libraries, health, poverty,
summer youth employment, gang activity and English language education for parents.
D. WHDC’s Community Needs Assessments
In December 2013, WHDC conducted a community survey where participants were asked to list
the needs and strengths of MCD9. The results, as shown in Figure 3 mirrored CB9’s list.
On September 13, 2014 WHDC hosted 100 residents of Grant/Manhattanville with the purpose
of affording them the opportunity to inform WHDC of their needs and their concepts of an ideal
community. This was partially motivated by the June 4, 2014 early morning arrests of 103 youth
from the two housing complexes by the police. It was also a beginning step to explore how best
to recruit residents for the many programs funded by WHDC that do not seem to have the high
participation rates from the public housing complexes. The attendees were separated into two
age groups: 30 years and above (ADULTS), and 30 years and under (YOUTH). The diagram below
depicts the inputs from the two groups and their points of intersection. Note the agreement on
education and economic development (employment).
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INTERSECTION
. Economic Devpt.
.Safety
.Education
. Youth Specific Programs

YOUTH

ADULTS

. Adult Role Models

. Affordable Housing

.Higher Ed. Counseling.

.Fair Policing

. Youth Involved Outreach

.Community Space
. Business Devpt Assistance
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Figure 3.
Community Needs Assessment from WHDC’s Survey on 12/12/2013

Community Needs
(Frequency and percentage)
48 (18%)

44 (17%)

43 (16%)
34 (13%)

31 (12%)

Community Feedback - 12/12/13
Number of Respondents (n)- 79
Total Number of responses - 266

27 (10%)

25 (9%)
14 (5%)

Conclusions on Needs Assessments
The three items that are consistently encountered in all attempts at needs assessments as
enumerated above are:
2. Affordable Income Housing: The shrinking vacant land pool and disappearing Cityowned housing stock, coupled with advancing influx of newcomers as immigrants
and professionals, all spell an increasing squeeze on low-income housing. For an
area that is less than 2 square miles, and nearly a third of whose population is
deemed to be poor, the urgency to increase the quantity of low-to-moderate
income affordable housing units, either through development or preservation is
imperative. In implementing its affordable housing program, WHDC has to ensure
that its contributions are easily and measurably identifiable as making lasting
contributions to the housing problem in CD 9. Towards this vision, WHDC must
leverage its assets with the grander resources of the City and take advantage of the
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City’s own pressures to address bigger affordable housing needs. Figure 4 shows the
allocation of land in the West Harlem, using information from CB9’s website. Note
the significant share of institutional land use and also of public parks. The pressure
on rental units can be appreciated. The public parks make the area desirable for
families and young professionals.
Figure 4
Land use in MCD9.

Land_______
Use2 in MCD9 (2014)
Parking Facilities
1%

Vacant Lots
4%

1-2 Family
residential
2%

Multi-family
residential
27%
Open
Space/Recreation
30%

MixedResid/Comm
ercial
7%

Institutions
20%

Commercial/Office
Industrial 3%
1%
Transportation/Util
ity
5%
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2. Education: The high failure rate of students in CD9’s public schools is evidenced by
more than 80% of 3rd to 8th graders failing standardized tests. It is not helped by wellpublicized and stubborn youth gang activity. The factors underscore the need for
carefully constructed intervention programs at all levels of education from Pre-K
through college graduation. This will call for a strong and measurable collaboration
among the schools, the City agencies, WHDC, parents, and additional institutions. An
RFP process is a logical mechanism to achieve the crafted outcomes.
3. Economic Development: With unemployment rates that are consistently at least two
times the national rates, WHDC has to position itself to serve as a convener of varied
programs from many public and private sources that would both train and place CD 9
residents in livable and gainful employment. In the longer-term successful education
intervention would address the issue of unemployment significantly. In the immediate
and interim term, the particular needs of the residents that are hurdles in employment
such as: language, adult education, basic skills, attention to previously incarcerated and
dislocated youth, and skill-retooling would have to be addressed in collaborative
initiatives supported by WHDC. WHDC should concurrently develop supportive small
business services since they are the engines of employment.

Decision Node IV (4): Ultimately, WHDC would be challenged to justify what it did with the
money if the community does not see obvious evidence of investment. Consequently, WHDC
has more narrowly defined the need areas in the community that it will focus on based on the
persistency of these in all manner of needs assessments of CD 9 namely: education (including
youth development), workforce and economic development., and affordable (low to moderate
income) housing. WHDC has finite resources that cannot be used to satisfy the myriad needs of
the community. On the previous assumption that WHDC needed to address the eight need
categories enumerated in the CBA, it would be difficult for WHDC to achieve measurable/visible
Impact in any one area.
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Framework Step 3: OBJECTIVES
WHDC’s Theory of Change and Strategic Actions
A “theory of change “is defined as “all the building blocks required in bringing about a given
long-term goal, interchangeably referred to as outcomes, results, accomplishments, or
preconditions” (Theoryofchange.org). Theories are untested views of the world hence they are
underpinned by assumptions.
In undertaking its vision to effectively manage the CBA and leverage resources to make
significant contributions to the lives of the people of West Harlem, WHDC assumes that the $93
million of the CBA’s benefit and affordable housing funds would suffice to build a legacy in
MCD9 before the funds from Columbia are exhausted by 2024. As of December 31, 2014 the
amounts receivable from the two funds totaled $73 million. In addition, WHDC has access to
Columbia University’s services and amenities by way of “In-Kind Benefits”. The expanded
assumption is that WHDC would be able to increase the inflow of revenue from sources other
than Columbia University to sustain the life of the organization into perpetuity.
With a projected population of 132,000, MCD9 can be described as manageable. With an
acreage of 961.3 occupying 1.5 square miles (Community Board 9) the area is compact and
accessible anywhere by busses and trains. Thus the ideal outcome would be for WHDC to know
the precise status of each MCD9 resident in a community census. This would afford WHDC the
tools to precisely tailor interventions where they are needed and thus put itself in the optimal
position to make cases for applying for funds and leveraging resources. Outcomes can be
measured more accurately against base data.
Decision Node v (7): The strategy to invest in impact via collective impact calls for WHDC to
invest in a robust software that will drive data collection, analysis and reporting by WHDC and
all its future partners. This will more emphasized for government funded programs.
Consequently, in 2015, WHDC will invest in a robust Data Collection and Management software.
Staff will investigate options and arrange to have the leading candidate(s) make presentations
to the Board. The prices of the software tend to be several times higher than WHDC’s current
grant management software, Foundant that costs $4,000 a year. To be competitive WHDC has
limited choice.
The box below shows the global inputs and outcomes relationships that underscore WHDC’s
theory of change.
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WHDC’s Theory of Change as Presented in Terms of Current System of Service Delivery
INPUTS………..

………………….

DELIVERY SYS.

From CBA

Leverage

Indirect Svc

1. Benefit
Govt/
Fund orig. Foundations
$76 million.
Bal @ Dec To start 2015
2015
$63mil

Small grants to
nonprofits (132 for
$5million @Dec
2014)
SYEP with DYCD

OUTCOMES

MEASUREMENTS

CD 9 residents
reached (
excess of
80,000 with
multiple
counts)

CD 9 residents
reached
Amounts granted.

SSEP with Reserve
Kinvolved in
schools

City Programs
especially in
education and
workforce
2. Affordable
Housing
Fund. ($20
million with
$10 million
on hand
@Dec
2015)

3. In-Kind
Facility.
$20 mil.
(Only $54K
used).

NYC’s HPD
facility of $150
million

Larger grants in an
RFP system
beginning 2015

Contracted
development and
preservation as
designed by WHDC
and managed by
LISC

Drawdown via
requests by WHDC

Focus on
problem
solution and
impact

Longitudinal changesgrades, test scores,
jobs, wages,
graduation, etc.

Development,
Preservation,
to add to stock;
and Technical
Assistance to
low income
tenants and
coop managers

Units added,

Amounts
drawn

Amounts drawn ;

Tenants assisted,
Progress of
management entities
of TILS and HFDC.
Definition and
maintenance of
affordability in the
context of MCD9

Frequency and
numbers using CU
facilities.

Note: As part of its engagement with the TCC Group, the Theory of Change will be developed
into more detail per focused activities.
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WHDC’s Implementation of Collective Impact
FSG, the proponents of collective impact describes it as: “collective impact is the commitment
of a group of actors from different sectors to a common agenda for solving complex social
problems” (FSG website). They cite areas where collective impact has been applied successfully
as including education, healthcare, the environment, housing, and community development.
Thus the need areas of WHDC would fit within the scope of the application of collective impact.
In this, instead of each WHDC grantee working as a separate silo to offer their area of expertise,
WHDC would bring its grantees to offer a system of reinforcing interventions to benefit
participants while taking stock of their incremental progress. WHDC’s function would be
described as “the backbone”. In order to ensure communications, there would be working
groups that would be represented by the different areas.
The successful operation of collective impact should result in an increased array of services
that are efficiently delivered with measurable results. There are five conditions for the
operation of collective impact. They are presented below with related comments on how they
will be adapted for WHDC’s use in MCD9. An RFP process that details desired goals and is
supported with larger multi-year funding is more likely to be successful than scattered minimal
grants to 100+ organizations. In this, WHDC’s attempt to initiative collective impact for the
2014 grant cycles was introductory. The small average size of grants to a high number of
nonprofits caused impact to give way to reach. Still the concept is sound, it is supported by
Federal government funding, it has seen several successes, and WHDC must modify and reset
for a more robust and realistic implementation.
Condition
1. Common Agenda

Description per FSC

WHDC’s Adaptation

All participants have a shared
vision for change including a
common understanding of
the problem and a joint
approach to solving it
through agreed upon
actions.

The shared vision for change
is captured in WHDC’s
mission statement to
promote increased economic
opportunities and quality of
life to sustain a vibrant West
Harlem community.
Increased economic
opportunities implies that
there are unacceptable
indices such as high test
failure rates, unemployment
rates, high secondary school
dropout rates, decreased
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affordable housing, high
environmental degradation ,
high incidents of health
issues, etc. WHDC would
need MCD9 specific base
data to facilitate
measurements of
longitudinal improvements.
2. Shared Measurement

Collecting data and
measuring results
consistently across all
participants ensures that
efforts remain aligned and
participants hold each other
accountable.

The initial challenge is for
WHDC, piloting with its
Larger Multi-Year grantees,
to agree on basic metrics for
classes of need areas, such as
grades, school graduation,
rental units, employment
rates, hourly wages, length
of employment, etc.
WHDC would invest in and
train its grantees to report
their data to track pre and
post program outcomes. The
trend of the data would be
continuously shared among
participants and partners.

3. Mutually Reinforcing
Activities

Participant activities must be
differentiated while still
being coordinated through a
mutually reinforcing plan of
action

While each grantee is unique
in offering its field of
expertise, services must be
layered to address
multiplicity of needs. This
would be a new challenge for
WHDC to move its grantees
from silo operation from
mutually reinforcing
framework.
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4. Continuous
Communication

Consistent and open
communication is needed
across many players to build
trust, assure mutual
objectives, and appreciate
common motivation.

WHDC has done a good job
in communicating its
objectives to its grantees and
community. The next stage is
to organize around gathering
real time data on program
performance and
communicating these
through the working groups
to all grantees. Intentionally
scheduled meetings of the
need area work groups, and
cross area coordinating
groups should be planned
and attendance enforced as
a condition for WHDC’s
grant.

5. Backbone
Organization

A separate organization with
staff is required to serve as
the backbone for the entire
initiative and coordinate
participating organizations.

By the default of being the
organization with the funds,
and its strategy of not
offering direct services,
WHDC is serving as the
backbone organization. Its
coordinating activities must
now be framed in terms of
implementing a collective
impact service delivery
through an RFP system.

Summary Objectives
The following objectives are listed for the three areas of program priorities. Fund raising, WHDC
staffing, and board governance are considered supporting systems and included in Step 6Initiatives. As noted in Step 5-Performance Measures, a separate document will be developed
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to more precisely set out the performance metrics to measure success from year to year in
achieving the objectives.
1. Education: Against the backdrop of sobering failure rates in standardized tests among
the 29% of the population of MCD9 who are in school, WHDC’s objectives for Education
include:
a. Increase attendance rates in all public schools: As evidence, in 2013, the
attendance rate of MCD9 public high schools was 78% compared to 91.2%
for the High School for Math and Science also based in CD 9. Not surprisingly,
while college readiness for all MCD9 public schools after four years
(excluding HS for Math and Science) was 15%, the specialized High School for
Math and Science recorded 98.9%. Attendance is step one in education, and
poor attendance has been linked to poverty.vi WHDC’s initiative with
Kinvolved warrants a closer look and more active involvement as one aspect
of the collective impact delivery system that will characterize the RFP
process.
b. Increase pass rates in standardized tests in public schools: In 2013 a shocking
18% of 3rd through 8th graders in MCD9 schools passed standardized ELA and
Math tests. Comparatively 81% of the students attending the specialized
Columbia Secondary School, also in MCD9, passed. As part of its collective
impact, WHDC in partnership with the principals and superintendents in MCD
9 should explore lessons from the high passing schools in the same district.
c. Improve college readiness, graduation, and reduce drop-out. High school
students in MCD 9 reported only a 15% rate of college readiness after 4 years
and less than 60% graduated in four years in 2013. The probability of drop
out increases with each year of not being likely to graduate in four years.
d. Link WHDC’s educational initiatives with those by the City, State, and Federal
Agencies: In October 2014 New York Mayor DeBlasio announced the
Community Schools program. Earlier in the year, New York’s Department of
Youth and Community Development announced major grants available for
after-school programs in their School’s Out New York City (SONYC) program.
A January 16, 2015 report by the New York Public Press indicated the
program has been a success. However the number of participating West
Harlem schools is almost non-existent. As part of its RFP and collective
impact processes, WHDC should link its own network of partners into these
initiatives both to leverage resources and also to drive additional impact.
WHDC will consider technical assistance to schools to apply for programs
such as SONYC.
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2. Workforce and Economic Development: The troublesome statistic that 47,000 (47%) of
the residents of MCD9 are not in the labor force would support the conventional
thinking that the unemployment rate among the legacy population in MCD9 is at least
twice that of the national unemployment rate that was 5.8% in January 2015. To
increase the labor participation rate and drive down unemployment the following
objectives should be considered:
a. Conduct a “community census” to identify MCD9 residents and catalogue
individual employment and education needs and barriers. As noted
elsewhere, East Baltimore Development Inc. (EBDI) has undertaken such an
exercise and has found it extremely helpful in targeting intervention systems
and maximizing the value of the investment dollar. EBDI employs a robust
software system to aid their data collection and management.
b. Identify specific groups of barriers to employment to fund via RFP: Different
processes may be required for different kinds of barriers and may need
different sets of partnership groupings such as for formerly incarcerated,
high school drop-out (dislocated youth), substance abuse, English for
immigrants, adult education, new skill training, etc. The predominance of
some of these barriers may explain the high level of workforce drop-outs in
MCD9.
c. Design a demand-driven employment system: The New York City Mayor’s
Office has announced a $500 million “Career Pathways” initiatives “to ensure
that workforce training is directly linked to employers’ talent needs…also
ongoing collaboration with our nonprofit, philanthropic, and private
sectors.vii” In addition to the State and US Department of Labor, and as part
of the collective impact system, WHDC should be tuned into these initiatives
and make itself the agent for MCD9. The leveraging opportunities should be
seized. WHDC may consider additional assistance in the design of a
comprehensive demand-driven employment system from Columbia
University as part of its in kind request. See further discussion on the in-kind
from Columbia. As suggested by the CB9 197-a Plan, collaborations with the
Upper Manhattan Empowerment Zone may also be explored.
d. Explore direct assistance to small businesses in MCD9: WHDC may by itself or
in conjunction with a government program explore the establishment of
manageable financial assistance to small businesses. This may be done
through a more streamlined process with the Small Business Administration,
Harlem Business Alliance or organizations of like kind. Research needs to be
done first, as direct financial assistance to small businesses is highly risky.
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e. Youth and seniors employment: WHDC has funded the SYEP program in
partnership with DYCD for four years. In coming years, WHDC should explore
ways to enhance the Summer Youth Employment Program with additional
youth development activities through is Larger Multi-Year grant system
(RFP).
3. Housing
The acute shortage of rental housing stock in MCD9 is evidenced by the 10,000 number
of people who double up, 23% of the population living below poverty, 43% of the
residents whose gross rental income is below 50% of the Area Median Income. Average
unit monthly rental went up from $900 in 2008 to $1,175 in 2011-31% increase (data
from 2011 NYC Housing and Vacancy Survey-HPD). In discussions with the community
residents and housing activists, the consensus to how WHDC can help to alleviate this
problem are:
a. Add to permanent affordable housing for low-income and working poor via
new development, and using part of the HPD $150 million facility. With the
$10 million available to WHDC for the Affordable Housing Program, WHDC
can learn from Broadway Housing’s financing of its Sugar Hill 124 unit
affordable development (opened in late 2014). The total cost of $54 million
was structured asviii:
I.
Equity – From Developer’s fee to Broadway Housing $2.3 million
II.
Equity from Broadway Housing
$3.0 million
III.
City Subsidy , exclusive of tax credits
$8.7 million
IV.
Federal/State- tax credits etc.
$40.0million
Total cost for 124 units of affordable housing
$54 million
Land cost
Building

$ 8.4 million
$45.6 million
$54.0 million
The expertise of structuring a similar transaction will come from
LISC as the Housing Administrator for WHDC and will be
contributed to by HPD as part of the $150 million facility.

The associated Community facility cost Broadway Housing $26 million and was financed as:
I.
II.
III.

Fundraising by Broadway Housing
Subsidy from City
NMTC ( a national tax credit)
Total community facility

$ 15.0 million
$ 4.3 million
$ 7.0 million
$26.0 million
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b. Preserve existing stock of affordable units through monitoring HDP’s
investments as part of the $150 million facility: At a meeting on December 3,
2014 with WHDC’s Affordable Housing Committee, representatives of HPD
stated that as of date, they had 17 projects in the pipeline in MCD9. Of these,
one (508 West 134th St) was of the new Affordable Neighborhood Co-Op
Program. The ANCP is an accelerated TIL program. Three other projects in
CD9 that are on the fast track and for which financing is planned to close by
mid- 2015. They are located at 1482 Amsterdam Avenue (Edward Dozier
HDFC), 270 Convent Avenue, and 2150 Frederick Douglas Boulevard (Central
Harlem HDFC). HPD’s ANCP pipeline in CD 9 forecasted from 2015 through
2027 comprise 23 buildings with 516 units that would require estimated HPD
subsidies of $56,760, 000 and additional rental fallback of $21,156,000.
Obviously the HPD pipeline in MCD9 is very limited and far from exhausting
the $150 million facility. Recognizing this limitation, HPD invited WHDC to
bring new and alternative projects to its attention. A rental reserve fallback
works as follows: when HPD agrees to finance a conversion from rental to coop, there is a risk that the co-op may not fully convert. When provisions for
rental fall backs are in place, those deals require less subsidy from HPD than
if HPD were to just rehabilitate a rental and keep it as a rental. The provision
for the rental fall back is returned in proportion to the units that convert.
Those that do not convert are permanently invested. That is the risk.
Generally up to 50% may not convert, or convert late. It would be difficult to
explain why portions of the WHDC funds are used to support a government
responsibility and in the best scenario, tied up for years with high risk of loss.
The alternative would be for WHDC to more closely monitor HPD to
undertake its governmental responsibilities with respect to rehabilitations
and conversion. This is supported by the evidence that HPD claims credit for
total subsidies in MCD9 of $38.8 million from 2009 to 2014, even without
WHDC laying claim to the $150 million facility.
c. Fund a Resource Center for the HDFC and TIL community: Section lll (O) of
the CBA reads: “A portion of the Benefits Fund may be used to provide grant
funding to create, provide and maintain an accessible bi-lingual HDFC
Resource Center that shall be established to support and preserve the HDFC
community and other properties. The center would provide education,
advocacy, information and technical assistance to CD9’s HDFC cooperatives
and other properties.”
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In WHDC’s conversations with managers of HDFC and TIL buildings, system
management issues are paramount. These include proper accounting and
financial management, board governance, scheduled repairs, etc. Setting
aside landlord harassment issues that are separately funded by Columbia
University from a $4 million commitment, WHDC would look into issuing an
RFP to fund this resource Center in 2015.
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Strategic Step 4: STRATEGIC MAP
MCD9 – The Catchment Area – Introducing Base Data for MCD9
Manhattan Community District 9 (MCD9) is geographically defined as: South to North from
110th street to 155th street; East to West from Manhattan, Morningside, St. Nicholas, Bradhurst,
Edgecombe Avenues to the Hudson River (see map in Appendix C).
A. The Population Profile
Table 2:
MCD 9 Population Profile by the Numbers

Hispanic/ Latino
White NonHispanic
Black/African American
Asian and Other
Total Population of MCD9

39.00%
28.65%
24.06%
8.29%

2013
Est.
51,581
37,892
31,828
10,965
132,266

2008
53208
28512
30319
8322
120,361

44.21%
23.69%
25.19%
6.91%

Data Source: Tables 2-6: American Community Survey 2013 - New York City Department of
Planning Survey – Demographics for MCD 9 – Hamilton Heights, Manhattanville & West Harlem.

Figure 5:
MCD 9 Population Profile in a Graph
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50,000
40,000
30,000
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0
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Nonhispanic
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The trend in the racial composition of MCD9 indicates a rapidly diversifying community where
Blacks/African Americans have lost their implied and traditional majority to Latinos/Hispanics.
The increasing numbers of Whites who are projected to surpass that of Blacks/AfricanAmerican have several implications for social programs in MCD9. First it implies that median
incomes will rise bringing with it increased rental costs, more private/charter schools; amidst
pockets of high unemployment, and low educational attainment. The effect of the increasing
White and Asian populations is captured in Figure 6 where the median income in MCD 9 has
been rising. It was $38,274 in 2008 and $45,261 in 2012.
WHDC has to ensure that its programs and staffing reflect the diversity of MCD9, and make
special efforts to outreach to the Latino/Hispanic population who are the majority in the area.
At the same time WHDC has to dedicate time and resource to address the pockets of low
educational quality and achievement and high unemployment that would persist among
Blacks/African Americans and Latinos that may be masked by the improved overall area’s
statistics for median income and employment on account of the increasing numbers of Whites
and Asians into the community.
Figure 6.
Rising Median Income in MCD9 from 2008 to 2012
46000
44000
42000
40000
38000
36000
34000
2008

2011

2012

Source of data: NYC Housing Preservation & Development: Housing & Vacancy Survey - HPD
Sub Borough Areasix
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The increasing median income in West Harlem would suggest the effects of gentrification and is
further evidenced by the decreasing levels of the numbers in the population whose incomes are
publicly supported.
Table 3

Income Support in MCD 9
2005

2014

Medicaid Only

28,012

24,234

Cash Assistance
Supplemental Security
Income

8,606

5,371

7,454

6,828

Total Persons Assisted

44,072

36,433

Reduction over 9 years
Percent

(7,639)
-17%

Figure 7

30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
Medicaid Only

Cash Assistance
2005

Supplemental
Security Income
2014

Data Source: NYC Dept. of Planning. Community District 9 website
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Table 4
3-Year (2011-2013) Estimates of MCD9 Population by Age Group, Occupation, and Gender.
Part 1 - By Age
Group

Part 1- By Occupation

Under 5 years

6,094

4.58% PRESCHOOL

5 to 9 years

4,853

3.65%

10 to 14 years

5,990

4.50% ELEM/MIDDLE

15 to 19 years

10,444

20 to 24 years

16,518

7.85% HIGH SCHOOL
POST HIGH SCH.
12.42% ED

25 to 34 years

28,382

21.34% 37,805

35 to 44 years

16,196

12.18%

45 to 54 years

17,018

12.79%

55 to 59 years

6,206

4.67%

60 to 64 years

5,678

4.27% WORKING

65 to 74 years

8,270

6.22%

75 to 84 years
85 years and
over

4,402

3.31%

6,094

10,843

4.58%

8.15%

10,444

7.85%

16,518

12.42%

73,480

55.24%

28.42%

2,218
----------

1.67% RETIRED/SENIORS
----------

14,890
------------

11.19%
----------

132,269

99.44%

132,269

99.44%

60,965
71,304
-----------

46.09%
53.91%

Part 3- By Gender
MALE
FEMALE

132,269

Data Source: American Community Survey- 2011-2013.
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Part 2 of Table 4 serves as the initial marker for the priorities of WHDC. Fifty-five percent
(55.24%) of MCD9’s estimated population are in their working ages. This would suggest that
activities that focus on housing; and economic and workforce development should be among
the priorities of WHDC. An equally important priority should be education where 33% of the
population who are school age can be found. Services to seniors are important as well with
their numbers not insignificant at 11%. Early childhood can be included in the education group.
A more precise breakdown of the education age enrollments and educational attainment are
presented in Tables 5 and 6 below, and illustrated in Figures 8 and 9.
B. Education
Table 5
School Enrollment Levels in MCD9
Nursery school, preschool
Kindergarten
Elementary school (grades 1-8)
High school (grades 9-12)
College or graduate school
Total Population 3 years and over in school

1,605
3.96%
978
2.41%
8,788
21.66%
5,305
13.07%
23,905
58.91%
40,581 100.00%

Figure 8
Graph of MCD9 School Enrollment
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23,905

25,000
20,000
15,000
8,788
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5,305
5,000

1,605
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Nursery school,
preschool

Kindergarten

0
Elementary
High school
school (grades 1- (grades 9-12)
8)

College or
graduate school
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It appears that MCD9 is attracting an influx of well-educated people who would tend to be
single and not have children. This shows in the polar representation of a mere 3.96% (1,605)
preschool children in contrast to the 58.91% (23,905) who are college and graduate school
educated. The high-end most likely includes Columbia University effects. One can predict that
in the immediate years, the numbers of enrollment in the elementary, middle, and high schools
in MCD9, especially public, will go down. In the immediate term the disproportionate high
percentage of college /graduate educated people in the population would be cause for an
upward pressure on rents.
Decision Node VI (5): To effect impact investment, WHDC recognizes that beginning in 2015,
WHDC will implement a cycle dedicated to Larger and Multi-Year awards. They will be driven by
specific issues that WHDC will request applicants to address such as increasing the passing rates
of schools in standardized tests. The Larger RFP-driven grants will operate in the collective
impact paradigm (see Decision Node 6 below).
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Figure 9
Highlights of High Schools in MCD9
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

The High Schools in MCD9 included in the data set are: Academy of Social Action, Urban
Assembly School for Performing Arts, Bread & Roses Integrated Arts High School, and A Philip
Randolph Campus High School. Columbia Secondary School, and High School for Math, Sciences
& Engineering @ City College that have 73% and 36% Black/Hispanic populations respectively
are excluded as outliers. High School for Math also has a 4-year graduation rate of 98.2%.
Source of data for graphs in Figures 5 and 6: Progress Report Citywide Results. NYC Department
of Education 2012-2013 All Progress Report-Results 2013-12-19.xls
WHDC will work with the school principals to study what makes Columbia Secondary, High
School for Math, and the Charters in MCD9 achieve much higher graduation rates within four
years.
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Figure 10
MCD9 Elementary School Failure Rates

MCD9's 3rd to 8th grade public school
students failing standardized test- 2013
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The failure rates in standardized tests in MC9 public schools command immediate and
concentrated attention. It spells the very essence of the future of the community and in here
lies the cycle of achievement gap, low self-esteem, poverty, unemployment, poor housing,
health issues, incarceration crime, etc.
Educational interventions lend themselves well to collective impact systems. This is because
success depends on directed contributions from many parts- parents, students, teachers,
principals, superintendents, educational departments, nonprofits offering various in-school and
after-school programs, etc. Building upon its public-school wide initiative with Kinvolved, WHDC
should carefully expand its system-wide approaches through RFP processes.
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C. ECONOMIC & WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Figure 11
Graphical Representation of the Educational Attainment in MCD9
25,000

20,000

19,728
18,319
15,802

15,000
12,220
10,605
10,000

5,000

8,335

3,360

0

Consistent with the incoming populations to MCD9 who tend to have college and advanced
degrees, or the Columbia University effect, it would appear that WHDC’s focus should be on the
legacy populations who cover the groups from High School graduates to those with only 9 th and
12th grade diplomas, plus those with Associate degrees.
The 50,322 group of residents who fall into the categories of high school graduate, some
college, less than 9th grade, 9th to 12th with no diplomas and Associate degrees present a
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supplemental opportunity to WHDC to introduce interventions to motivate and assist them to
move up in their ladders of education attainment to ease their pathway into higher wage
earnings and stable families. Some of the interventions that would lend themselves to LargerMulti-Year grants would include the elimination of barriers to employment-, immigration,
language, dislocated youth, incarceration, etc. (See the effects on unemployment rates and
poverty in Figure 12 below

Figure 12
Poverty and Unemployment in MCD 9

35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
Poverty Rate
15.00%

Unemployment Rate

10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
2000

2006

2010

2011

Source of data: The Furman Center for Real estate & Urban Policy- MN09 Morningside
Hats/Hamilton

The unemployment rate in MCD 9 is masked by the presence of Columbia University in the
district. Still, it is believed that the unemployment rates of the legacy population have been
consistently at least twice that of the US national rate. Of concern is the 47,000 people who are
not in the labor force. The reasons for this high percentage of the labor force (47%) could be
identified through the community census. It may reveal many barriers to employment that
would need targeted intervention.
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Figure 13
Labor Force in MCD 9

Labor Force in MCD9 -Est for 2013
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60355
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Source of data: American Community Survey 2011-2013
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Table 6
Occupational Classifications of MCD9 Workforce
20112013
Educational services, and health
care and social assistance

20,665

34.24%

Professional, scientific, and
management, and administrative
and waste management services

7,689

12.74%

8,027

13.30%

4,250
5,303

7.04%
8.79%

3,690
3,146
1,792

6.11%
5.21%
2.97%

1,706
1634
1598
811

2.83%
2.71%
2.65%
1.34%

44
60,355

0.07%

Arts, entertainment, and recreation,
and accommodation and food
services
Finance and insurance, and real
estate and rental and leasing
Retail trade
Other services, except public
administration
Information
Manufacturing
Transportation and warehousing,
and utilities
Public Administration
Construction
Wholesale trade
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and
hunting, and mining
Total Workforce

Source of Data: American Community Survey 2011-2013

The occupational classifications of the employed workforce in
MCD 9 suggests the obvious- the more education, the more
employed. It reinforces the connection between educational
interventions and employment.
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D. HOUSING
Table 7
The State of Housing in MCD9
2008

2011

54,930

49,142

Housing units-rental

45,420

36,634

Housing units-owner

7,024

9,818

Number of families doubling up

10,707

10,133

Percent living below poverty

21.40%

22.60%

Median monthly rent

$ 900

$ 1,175

Gross Rent/Income Ratio (rentals)

27.80%

30.80%

Percent with income below 50% of AMI

43%

42.70%

Unregulated rental housing

16.20%

21.60%

Rent stabilized

58.90%

55.40%

Median Income

$38,274

$42,000

Total number of housing units

Source of data: NYC Housing Preservation & Development: 2011
Housing & Vacancy Survey - HPD Sub Borough Areas.

The narrative for housing in MCD 9 would run like this: Between 2008 and 2011, the number of
dwelling units was reduced from 54,930 to 49,142. The 5,788 (10.5%) lost units could be
attributed to institutional expansion, conversions, uninhabitable units, etc. While the rental
units decreased from 45,420 to 36,634 (8,786 or 19%), the number of owner units increased
from 7,024 to 9,818 (2,794 or 40%). This would suggest the pressure of gentrification and co-op
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conversions from rentals. Not surprisingly, the average monthly rent increased from $900 to
$1,175 (31%) over three years.

A. Decision Node vii (11): The focus of WHDC’s affordable housing program will emphasize
rental units, principally as a result of new development. Affordability should emphasize
low-income. WHDC will explore the use of appropriate Average Median Income for the
definition of affordability.
B. WHDC will collaborate with HPD to ensure that the City department includes WHDC in
its allocation of resources for MCD9 for the purposes of development and preservation.
The activities may include various government support services for the Tenant Interim
Lease (TIL -ANCP) and Housing Fund Development Corporation. (HDFC) programs. For
many reasons, WHDC cannot afford to risk its limited capital and reputation by being
perceived as indirectly financing the City government.

C. A portion of the Benefits Fund may be used to provide grant funding to create, provide
and maintain an accessible bi-lingual HDFC Resource Center that shall be established to
support preserve the HDFC community and other properties. The center would provide
education, advocacy, information and technical assistance to CD9’s HDFC cooperatives
and other properties. (CBA, Section III (O)). The WHDC’s Staff will research the specific
functions of the Resource Center in collaboration with HPD, LISC, and the community as
part of writing the RFP. WHDC will be careful not to duplicate the tenant advocacy
services provided under the $4 million facility by Columbia University
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Framework Step 5 –PERFORMANCE MEASURES
WHDC’s Priorities and Performance Measures
A separate document that carefully investigates the array of performance metrics in the three
WHDC focus areas is necessary prior to the implementation of an RFP process in 2015. Key
Performance Indicators shall be developed along with the metrics. Such a listing shall be guided
by the base data as listed in this document and updated. In sum, it will aim to achieve the
following:
Education
The current average 80% rate of failure among 3rd to 8th graders in standardized tests is simply
unacceptable. Incremental decline of the failure rates should be adopted. In collective impact
system, success would depend on the ability to integrate a WHDC’s Larger-Multi-Year grant
program with those of the New York Department of Education. The cooperation of school
superintendents, principals and teachers would be paramount. The standards of achievement
adopted by the US Federal government as part of the Social Innovation Fund must be reviewed
for adoption. Similar comments are applicable to high school graduation, college readiness,
matriculation, and college graduation.
Economic and Workforce Development
On Friday January 9, 2014 the U.S. unemployment rate dropped to 5.8%. Traditionally the
unemployment rate in West Harlem, excluding the Columbia University effect has been at least
twice that of the national rates. More worrisome is the more than 40,000 who are classified as
not in the labor force or chronically unemployed. The rising economic activity in the US
provides an opportunity to identify these individuals, determine the barriers to employment,
and initiate collective impact measures to get them properly trained and employed. The
programs offered by the City, State, Federal, and private sources will be identified and
integrated into WHDC’s investments.
Affordable Housing
According to Community Board 9, residents of MCD9 spend nearly 50% of their incomes on
rent. They are rent-overburdened. Add the effects of gentrification accelerated by Columbia’s
expansion and the issue of available and affordable housing for low income and working class
people is not getting any better in West Harlem. With the management of a possible $20
million for affordable housing, WHDC has once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to do something of a
legacy and impact- add to the housing stock in MCD9. This can be achieved via new site
development and/or the complete rehabilitation of an existing structure. In addition WHDC is in
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a position to influence $150 million of the expenditures of New York City’s Housing
Preservation and Development (HPD) over the next ten years.
WHDC has selected Local Initiatives Support Corporation as its Affordable Housing
Administrator. Prior to contract, WHDC has decided the following:
a. Priorities of Affordable Housing Engagement
The Affordable Housing Committee has decided, and the WHDC Board has affirmed to
stick closely to the documented intent of the $20 million that was to endow a land trust.
This speaks to development to add to the stock of affordable housing in MCD9. As
stated in Section lll (E) of the CBA, “The Affordable Housing Fund is intended to provide a
range of flexible and affordable financing products to community based and private
developers to leverage other sources of public and private debt, equity and subsidy for
the development and preservation of affordable housing.”
Following the conclusions of the New York City Planning Commission’s resolutions on
the CB9’s 197-a plan, the Committee decided on the following priorities as to the use of
the Affordable Housing Fund:
1. Identification of vacant and underutilized sites for development.
2. Development of a land bank which would make strategic acquisitions
of land or buildings.
3. Preservation of government assisted affordable housing in CD9 and
exploration of efforts for co-op conversions.
These break down into development and preservation. Certainly land is scarce in MCD9.
However the temptation to risk the fund in shoring up government assisted co-ops, such
as HFDC’s and TILs have the opportunity to make the $10 million disappear with nothing
tangible to show the community of WHDC’s stewardship. WHDC will resist this
temptation, even though pressure is expected to turn in this direction.
Strategic Plan Decision Node viii (12): WHDC’s Board affirmed the priorities adopted by its
Affordable Housing Committee that favor development to stay consistent with the intent of the
$20 million set-aside. This will facilitate the definition of functions for LISC and also more clearly
define the role of the use of HPD’s $150million facility. The priorities are:
1.
2.
3.

Identification of vacant and underutilized sites for development.
Development of a land bank which would make strategic acquisitions of land or
buildings.
Preservation of government assisted affordable housing in CD9 and exploration
of efforts for co-op conversions.
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WHDC’s Affordable Housing Committee will review the details of prospective sites and
opportunities in consultation with LISC and HPD. The Executive Director of WHDC will
serve as the point of contact for both LISC and HPD. As needed, LISC will make
presentations to the Committee.
b. Level of involvement of LISC
LISC was selected for its 35-years of experience and national reputation for assisting
with affordable housing in inner cities. Even though they proposed a program based on
government rentals and co-ops, their involvement with WHDC’s Affordable Housing
Program should follow the priorities of WHDC, and they should give relevant expert
advice for appropriate fees. Thus LISC can assist with both the development and
preservation objectives of WHDC.
c. Level of Involvement of HPD
HPD has invited WHDC to introduce new ideas and programs since its own pipeline of
activities in MCD9 is fast dwindling. The $150 million facility should be directed in three
ways: (1) to support WHDC’s development efforts as advised by LISC; (2) to monitor
HPD’s own activities in the community to preserve affordable housing without subsidies
from WHDC’s Housing Fund; and (3) to support the provision of technical expertise to
WHDC regarding the establishment of a Resource Center to assist TILs and HDFCs
without duplicating existing resources.
Role of Third-Party Evaluator
With the goal of making impact and contributing tangibly to the vitality of life in MCD9, WHDC will
engage a third-party evaluator early in its organizational life. A third-party evaluator is required as a
condition for applying for many Federal grants, especially the Social Innovation Fund (SIF) that WHDC
targets. After reviewing three proposals, WHDC has engaged TCC Group based in Philadelphia for a first
year fee of $15,000. They will focus on the education and youth development priority for which WHDC
will apply for the 2015 SIF funding. Their activities will include guiding and working with WHDC to fine
tune its theory of change (logic model) and breaking it down into further detail. They will write the
evaluation section of the SIF proposal and engage in meetings with WHDC’s grantees. Within the review
evaluation section will be an examination of metrics and processes for collective impact.
Decision Node ix (8): Beginning in 2015, WHDC will engage a third-party evaluator at a cost of $15,000
for the first year. WHDC plans to engage TCC Group who will assist with the required evaluation sections
of the planned Social Innovation Fund application due to the Federal Government in March 2015. TCC
will also assist WHDC to develop a detailed logic model (theory of change) to be in alignment with its
goal of impact and implementation of collective impact. (Note- Of the two additional proposers for the
third-party evaluation- one proposed a fee of $1 million a year for three years, and the second had no
experience with SIF grants).
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Framework Step 6-INITIATIVES
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The following Timeline incorporates the activities contemplated in this plan. An update of the In-Kind
Benefits and the Demonstration School provisions in the CBA are warranted.

Evaluation of Selected Additional Commitments by Columbia University in CBA
In-Kind Benefits
Section E of the CBA CU Facilities and Services (also known as In-Kind Benefits) states:
“(1) CU has committed to make available to the Local Community…access to a range of existing CU
facilities, services and amenities with a total market value of $20 million (the “in-Kind Benefits”). In order
to provide availability of the In-Kind benefits throughout the Term, the maximum value of the In-Kind
Benefits for any year shall be as shown in on Exhibit G. …CU shall continue to make available the In-Kind
Benefits in the manner prescribed herein and the Term shall be extended for all provisions of this CBA
related to the In-Kind Benefits until the full $20 million in Kind Benefits has been provided or December
31, 2014, whichever occurs first. As used in this Section ll.E. “value” shall mean the market value of the
In-Kind Benefits.
(8) CU’s sole obligation with respect to the delivery of In-Kind Benefits shall be to make available
facilities, services and amenities in the manner accepted by WHLDC as described above. CU shall not,
under any circumstances, be obligated to provide any cash benefit to the WHLDC or any other party in
connection with or in lieu of any In-Kind Benefits(s)…”
In 2012 WHDC requested and used $54,000 of the in-kind for staff at Columbia’s Government and
Community Affairs (GCA) to do a series of focus group meetings. The ensuing 2013 report included
recommendations for business development and the design of employer-driven workforce development
system. In May 2014 WHDC made a second In-Kind request for CU to assist WHDC to implement the
recommendations in the Focus Group report in the areas of demand-driven workforce development and
economic development.
In response CU estimated a cost of $12,475 for the workforce component with the work to be done by a
member of GCA. With respect to Economic Development, CU responded that:
“the Office of Government & Community Affairs does not have the expertise required to research and
assess these options…..we reached out to the Columbia Business School as the most likely School to
have the capacity to undertake this work.” (Response to WHDC’s second in-kind request from the Vice
President- GCA- October 13, 2014).
In a follow-up meeting with CGA on November 24, 2014, the Executive Vice President explained further
that since each school or dean may want to be paid, WHDC would have to directly negotiate with the
Schools of interest outside the in-kind. Her understanding was that the in-kind was more related to the
use of facilities and work that can be done by the staff of GCA as was done for the first in-kind request
for $54,000. With respect to facility use, WHDC would be billed for security, audio visual and the like, if
they cost extra to CU.
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Decision Node x (13): With the interpretation by Columbia’s Office of Government and Community
Affairs that WHDC may have to go out of pocket in cases where the In-Kind Benefit request is beyond
their office, this being the predominant situation, it will be nearly impossible for WHDC to exhaust the
$20 million In-Kind Benefit with an accompanying community disapproval. WHDC will call for a meeting
with EVP of Govt. & Community Affairs, Columbia’s Senior Executive Vice President, and Provost. The
many WHDC board members that we get to attend this meeting, the better. The agenda will focus on a
clarification of the interpretations of “services and amenities”. At the meeting, the community’s
understanding and expectation will be articulated by those who were present when the CBA was
negotiated.
The following are the notes from the November 24, 2014 meeting with GCA.

Facilities – refer to space usage but WHDC would have to follow protocol of making two
requests a year in September and January for ten events each year. WHDC will have to pay for
extra personnel costs such as safety and AV crew. Sports facilities would be on a case by case
basis.
Services- refer to expertise of CU faculty and personnel beyond simple questions that would fall
under advice and guidance. Services of personnel in GCA can be more easily quantified and
responded to WHDC. Services of faculty and others outside GCA would need to be directly
negotiated between WHDC and target school (faculty). This may cost WHDC money.

Table 8
IN-KIND BENEFIT SCHEDULE
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Source: Exhibit G of CBA signed May 18, 2009

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Calendar
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033

IN-KIND SVCS.
$ 2,000,000
$ 2,000,000
$ 1,500,000
$ 1,000,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$
500,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,500,000
$ 1,500,000

In-Kind
Used

(54,000)
(12,475)

$ 20,000,000

Balance

$(66,475)

$19,933,525
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B. Demonstration School
Columbia University is committed to working with Columbia’s Teachers College to establish a high
performing neighborhood NYCDOE public school serving the youth of West Harlem. The value of the
commitment is $30 million “tendered through a combination of services, expertise and other resources
from Teachers College” CBA Section 11 (H-2).
As of December 2014, The Teachers College Community School located at 168 Morningside Avenue had
217 students in Pre-K to 3rd grade with the following demographics (about 50% were from CD9):
Black

85

39.17%

Hispanic

54

24.88%

White

46

21.2%

Asian

15

6.91%

Others

17

7.84%

217

100%

From 2011 to June 30, 2014 the contributions towards the $30 million commitment have been:
Cash

$3,165,615

In-Kind

$1,865,112

Total Payments

$5,030,727

TCCS is looking for space to expand to accommodate the growing school. Ideally they would want to
partner with WHDC.

Decision Node xi (14): As a wish list, WHDC should explore the expansion of the current
Teacher Community School. WHDC could build and rent to TCCS. The NYC Department of
Education will pay rents but not invest in new school construction. They will pay for
renovations. There is experience within WHDC’s board to explore the feasibility of this dream.
As an aspiration, the East Baltimore Development Inc. has a 90,000 square feet community
school named Henderson-Hopkins that cost $42 million and includes a healthy amount of
community facilities
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Annual Investment Guide (Actual to be determined by the Board annually)
Table 9
Calendar Year To Be Paid
Paid
For Investment
1
2009 $
1,100,000 $
150,000
2
2010 $
750,000 $ 1,400,000
3
2011 $
2,000,000 $ 2,000,000
4
2012 $
3,000,000 $ 3,000,000
5
2013 $
2,900,000 $ 3,200,000
6
2014 $
3,500,000 $ 3,500,000 $
1,500,000
7
2015 $
5,000,000
$
1,000,000
8
2016 $
5,000,000
$
1,000,000
9
2017 $
5,000,000
$
1,000,000
10
2018 $
5,000,000
$
1,000,000
11
2019 $
6,000,000
$
1,500,000
12
2020 $
6,000,000
$
1,500,000
13
2021 $
7,500,000
$
2,000,000
14
2022 $
8,000,000
$
2,500,000
15
2023 $
8,000,000
$
2,500,000
16
2024 $
7,250,000
$
2,500,000
17
2025
18
2026
19
2027
20
2028
21
2029
22
2030
23
2031
24
2032
25
2033
--------------------- ----------------------------------------$ 76,000,000 $ 13,250,000 $
18,000,000
Lifetime Percent
Balance as of Nov, 2014
$ 62,750,000 of Net of $73 mil
Grant/Manhattanville

$

3,000,000

25%
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Decision Node xii (2): With consideration that WHDC will begin to commit itself to existing
beyond the Columbia University installments, WHDC each year, the Board of WHDC, at the
recommendation of its Finance Committee will consider setting aside some amounts from the
installment payments by Columbia University with the goal of building an internal endowment
for the community’s continuing benefit.

Grant / Manhattanville Designated Capital and Programs Fund
Per Section lll (N) of the May 18, 2009 CBA, “at least $3million of the Benefit Fund shall be used
to implement capital and program needs of Grant Houses and Manhattanville Houses in
coordination with the residential leadership and with the consent of NYCHA.”
The designated $3 million represents .03947 of the $76 million Benefit Fund. Applied to the
amounts of installment payments by Columbia University, at December 2014, the Designated
Capital and Program Fund had accrued $523,026. In 2012, the Grant / Manhattanville Benefit
Fund Committee applied to WHLDC for $85,753 that was paid. All of this amount has not been
used as of date. Nevertheless WHDC is blamed in many quarters for not spending the $3 million
for Grant/Manhattanville while the housing complexes experience crime and many social and
facility problems for its residents. Consequently, on October 14, 2014 WHDC’s Executive
Director met with the Grant/Manhattanville Benefit Fund Committee and impressed upon
them the usefulness of initiating a participatory budget process (PB). It will allow the tenants to
be participate in decision-making with the ensuing transparency clearing up the air of
misinformation and inaction. The Table below shows the rate of accrual of the $3 million.
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Table 10
Schedule of Accrual for Grant / Manhttanville Programs and Capital Improvement

2009 YR 1
2010 YR 2
2011 YR 3
2012 YR 4
2013 YR 5
2014 YR 6
2015 YR 7
2016 YR 8
2017 YR 9
2018 YR 10
2019 YR 11
2020 YR 12
2021 YR 13
2022 YR 14
2023 YR 15
2024 YR 16

To Be Paid
$ 1,100,000
$
750,000
$ 2,000,000
$ 3,000,000
$ 2,900,000
$ 3,500,000
$ 5,000,000
$ 5,000,000
$ 5,000,000
$ 5,000,000
$ 6,000,000
$ 6,000,000
$ 7,500,000
$ 8,000,000
$ 8,000,000
$ 7,250,000
-----------------$ 76,000,000
Rate

Paid
$ 150,000
$ 1,400,000
$ 2,000,000
$ 3,000,000
$ 3,200,000
$ 3,500,000

Grant/Man
$
5,921
$
55,263
$
78,947
$
118,421
$
126,316
$
138,158
$
197,368
$
197,368
$
197,368
$
197,368
$
236,842
$
236,842
$
296,053
$
315,789
$
315,789
$
286,184
---------------$ 3,000,000
0.039473684

Earned from Paid 2009-2014
$
523,026
Requested and paid by WHDC
(85,753)
----------------Balance not requested 12/14 $
437,273
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Transition to RFP Grant-Making System for Impact
WHDC’s implementation of a Larger-Multi-Year grant system alongside Smaller-Capacity-Building grants
requires careful planning by the staff working closely with the Board – the Grant Review Committee. At
a minimum the following areas would need clear definitions:








The problems to be solved.
The metrics of assessing successes
Systems of reporting
Partnerships needed
Cost of program
Matching requirements
Time expectations

Decision Node xiii (6): Recognizing that implementing a Large Multi-Year grant-making system would be
a first attempt for WHDC, organizational learning has to take place, the community would need to be
informed and brought along. In addition as a community based organization WHDC recognizes the need
to continue to assist smaller organizations with their capacity building, and eventual inclusion in the
Large-Multi-Year program. Consequently in 2015 $1 million of the 2015 budgeted $2 million for grantmaking would be allocated to Small Grants with the other $1 million to the Larger Grants and focused on
education, workforce /economic development and the housing Resource Center. The Small capacitybuilding grants shall go to nonprofits with annual organizational budget that do not exceed $1 million.
Each award shall not exceed $25,000. In addition, the organizations will have to be based in CD9, or
partner with CD9 nonprofits. A review of the 185 grants made by WHDC in 2013 and 2014 showed that
125 of them (68%) reported organization budgets of less than $1 million.

Figure 14
Frequency Chart of Nonprofit Reported Organizational Budgets
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Timeline 2015
(A similar Timeline will be developed at the end of each year for the coming year)
Activity & Description

Time-Done by

Responsibility

1. Programmatic
a. Evaluator-Contract with TCC Group
b. Larger Grants Process – Define/Draft
c. Smaller Capacity-Building Grants-Cycle
d. RFP Process launch cycle 1
e. Affordable Housing –Resource Ctr. RFP
f. Affordable Housing- HPD support
g. Affordable Housing –LISC Contract
h. Affordable Housing – site reviews
i. Grant Writing / Accounting Wkshp

Jan. 30, 2015
March 31, 2015
April 17, 2015
August 17, 2015
April 17, 2015
March 15, 2015
March 15, 2015
February 27, 2015
May 29, 2015

Dean M. / Kofi B.
Dean M. / Kofi B.
Dean M. / Grant Comm.
Dean M. /
Dean M .
Kofi B. / A H Committee
Kofi B / A H Committee
Dean / A H Committee
Marlene N. / Dean M.

2. Fund Raising/Leveraging
a. Job description-Grant Writer
b. Submit Grant Proposal to SIF
c. Hire Grant Writer
d. Compile list of leverage sources
e. In-Kind Meeting with CU Execs.

February 13, 2015
March 17, 2015
May 29, 2015
July 17, 2015
February 27, 2015

Kofi B.
Kofi B / TCC Group
Kofi B
Grant Writer
Kofi B. / Marlene N.

3. Administrative/Financial Management
a. Evaluate alternative office spaces
b. Transition from Tides Center-plans
c. Accounting Manager – Job Description
d. Hire Accounting Manager
e. Engage Auditor for 2014
f. Research investment options

September 30, 2015
July 17, 2015
May 29, 2015
November 30, 2015
May 29, 2015
Sept. 30, 2015

Dean M. / Marlene N.
Kofi B.
Kofi B
Kofi B
Kofi B / Audit Comm.
Kofi B. / Finance Comm.

4. Grant/Manhattanville Designated Fund
a. Participatory Budget – Meet to plan

February 27, 2015

Kofi B. / Heidi L.

5. Community
a. WHDC strategic plan- share changes
February 27, 2015
b. Signature Activity - Harlem Jazz Festival-plan for 2016 – 3/31/15
c. 2015 Community Holiday Celebration –plans
July 15, 2015

Dean M / Marlene N.
Kofi B
Marlene N.
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Indication of inadequacy of resources at WHDC
It should be apparent from the Timeline that WHDC is extremely thinly staffed for the
significant and many assignments that need to be done especially in 2015 where important
decisions will be implemented to drive the vision. The space currently occupied by WHDC is a
little more than 1,000 square feet. It currently holds five fulltime staff. WHDC plans to add two
more. That would bring the per office employee square foot of space to 143 below the current
250 that is standard. Room for interns and part-time workers will be a challenge.
Decision Node xiv (9): In 2015, WHDC will begin to explore alternative office space. At the end
of 2015, there will be 6-and-a half years left on its original 10-year lease at 423 East 127th St.
The design plans that ensues from WHDC’s affordable housing development may offer a
permanent solution. The organization will manage to use its existing facilities until that option is
clearer. Similarly, WHDC will add technological improvements that make the staff more
efficient and add to staff when justified.
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Framework Step 7: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
This framework was not used for the first Strategic Plan of WHDC. In subsequent plans, the
objectives adopted will be analyzed here.
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Framework Step 8: ALIGNMENT
This framework will be more relevant when WHDC grows to have different business units. The
current size of WHDC staff wise and concentration on provision of services through grant
making essentially makes WHDC a one business unit model. In the future, this framework will
be expanded as the Affordable Housing Program is implemented and grows.
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Framework Step 9 - EVALUATION
The budget analysis is a separate document. In subsequent years, how the plan fared financially
will be discussed here.
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Appendix A. – List of Additional Payments as Community Benefit Commitments
by Columbia University

CBA
pg # Item
Employment & Econ Devpt
23 Industry Response Skills- Based Education
23 Community Information,Resources Center
Bilingual services co-location
26 CU and NYC Dept of Small Biz Services training- $250K/yer for 5 years
26 Small Business Incubator for nonprofits
31 Matching program to fund job training, $100k/yr for 5 years

Stated Amt.
$

750,000

$
$

325,000
250,000

$

100,000

Environment
33 Establish Revolving Fund to encourage energy efficiency

$10 million

34 West Harlem Piers Park maintenance
payments to NYC Dept of Parks - $500k year X 24 yrs with 3% escalation

$

500,000

In addition, the Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions dated December 14, 2011 (also
referred to as the General Project Plan) lists the following additional community benefits. They
are listed in Section 5.07 (pp. 51-59). For brevity, only the titles are listed in this Appendix for
the record.












Wireless Internet Access.
Shuttle Bus Service for the Elderly and Disabled.
Access to Declarant’s Newly Constructed Swimming Pool (after project completion).
Community Meeting Space (after completion of project).
Artists Space (after completion of project).
Mobile Dental Center for Pre-School Children.
Dental Health Screenings for Senior Citizens
Senior Citizen Services
Undergraduate Scholarships for Aid-Eligible Students from Local Community (UMEZ) - 40
a year.
Graduate Scholarships for Elementary School Teachers
New Public Middle and High Scholl for math, Science, and Engineering
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Summer Internships
Scholarships for Lifelong Learners
Course Auditing
Teachers College Demonstration School
Outreach for Disconnected Youth
Community Scholars Program
Athletics Clinics
Summer camp
Construction Business Development for Minority, Women , and Local Businesses
Project Labor Agreement- objective 40% of all constructions jobs to MWL. (CBA Section
IV (4 a and b) cites 35% of value of Phase 1 Site Development contracts of total dollar for
MW/LBE, and 40% of Project Area Workforce employed on site to be MWL
Medical Technician Training Program
Community Information, Opportunities and Resources Center- maintain for minimum of
$325,000/year.
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Appendix B- List of Items that May be Paid out of WHDC’s Benefit Fund
CBA
Pg.
#
9
9
17
18
22
23
30
30
30
31
32
35
36
37
37
37
38
39
39
40
40

Deliverable

Amount
if stated

Community Requests and Proposals
Advance Letter-Transition Funding to WHLDC
$ 300,000
For capital and program needs at
Grant Houses and Manhattanville Houses
at least
$ 3,000,000
For Bilingual HDFC Resource Center
To underwrite bonds for M/W/LBE
Funds for M/W/LBE to guarantee capital and loans
Transitional Programs - post High School to further education
CD9 Teacher Devpt. scholarships for Masters’ degree
Develop adult literacy & GED preparation
Create Endowment for Graduate Studies
Fund additional 5 community -based scholars from CD9
Needs Assessment study for Manhattanville and implementation
for transportation
Support Arts & Cultural programs not addressed elsewhere
Endowment to eligible CBOs for infrastructure and support
Living History (of WH) project
Legacy of Harlem - artists and arts organizations
To subsidize 5000 gross sq. ft. for Day Care , if needed
Assessment of community health care needs and implement svcs.
Expand services to applicable facilities- hospitals, clinics and CBOs.
Historic Preservation Expertise
Historic Preservation Fund to be administered by 3rd Party
21 Specific Outcome Deliverables to be paid from Benefit Fund
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Appendix C – Map of Manhattan Community District 9

The boundaries of MCD9 are defined as: South to North from 110th street to 155th street; East to
West from Manhattan, Morningside, St. Nicholas, Bradhurst, Edgecombe Avenues to the
Hudson River.
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